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LAUNCHING THE AAH HISTORY PROJECT

T

he decade that brackets the first official meeting of
the Association of Art Historians in March 1974
provides an impressive list of benchmarks for those
involved in the practice of art history. In 1968, Perry
Anderson’s influential essay ‘Components of the
National Culture’ laid bare British intellectual tradition
in the New Left Review. A year later, the documentary TV
series Civilisation, written and presented by Kenneth
Clark, former Director of the National Gallery and
Surveyor of the King’s Pictures, was aired on BBC 2. It
was followed three years later by John Berger’s Marxist
take, Ways of Seeing. In 1974, T.J. Clark’s essay ‘The
Conditions of Artistic Creation’ called for a new art
history that questioned above all, the social and political
context of art production and reception. The same year,
Mark Roskill published What is Art History?, a text later
seen by some as a last gasp of an outmoded
methodology. Essays published in the film journal
Screen (including Laura Mulvey’s 1975 seminal article
‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’) worked with
the wave of radical ideas rising alongside student
activism and Marxist ideologies and heralded a new
generation of art and design historians armed with an
array of theoretical and methodological challenges.

Witt and Conway Libraries

A

great deal of concern has been expressed in recent
months about the rumoured closure of a number of
key resources for the History of Art in the UK: The Witt and
Conway Libraries at the Courtauld Institute and the
institute’s Photographic Survey. The Witt has 2 million
photographs and reproductions of paintings of all schools
of western art from 1200 onwards. The Conway Library
consists of 1 million images of architecture, sculpture,
manuscripts and the ‘minor’ arts, including stained glass
and seals. The Photographic Survey was set up by
Anthony Blunt, and has comprehensive surveys of many
of major historic collections. These materials are used by
academics, curators, dealers and independent members
of the public for a wide range of purposes and are
currently accessed at minimal expense. (cont. on p.2) ►
Thomas Cantrell Dugdale (1880-1952) Sir Robert Witt in his library at 32
Portman Square, 1931. Oil on canvas, 90 x 97.5 cm. © The Courtauld
Trust, The Courtauld Gallery, London

It had been over a decade since the expansionist era of
the universities began and the Coldstream Report
ensconced Art History in the art school curriculum.
Anthony Blunt retired as Director of the Courtauld
Institute of Art in 1974, while Ernst Gombrich remained
Director of the Warburg Institute until 1975, the same
year the University of Leeds began its MA programme
in Social Art History. Three years later the newly formed
AAH launched the journal Art History, which quickly
asserted itself as a pivotal platform for debate outside
the scope of existing art-historical journals in the UK.
It was an exciting and fruitful period, marked by
rigorous self-reflection and growth, paralleled by a
healthy amount of tension. And it has become in many
ways a well-documented time in the discipline’s history.
Yet exactly how and why the AAH came to be still
warrants investigation. What were the aims, both
explicit and implicit, underlying the forming the
Association? Under whose influence did it take shape?
And what was its impact at that time and over the years
to come? Three differing accounts of those early days –
provided by Luke Herrmann, Hamish Miles and
Michael Kaufmann respectively – were recently
published in these pages.
►
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Correction and Clarification to Bulletin 101
Apologies for chopping off the name of the author of
the review of the session Skin, held at AAH09. The
piece was written by Tamara Trodd, who co-convened
the session with Cordelia Warr.

► In a recent press release, the Director of the Courtuald
Institute reassured users that:
The Courtauld Institute of Art is pleased to confirm
that the Witt and Conway Libraries will remain
open to the public five days a week and the
Photographic Survey collections will continue to be
accessible by appointment, contrary to concerns
recently expressed by some members of the art
community.
She went on to add, however:
The Courtauld, like other higher education
institutions worldwide, has had to review all its
operational activities and services in the light of
the current economic climate. Those activities
that are critical to its higher education function
must be provided in the most cost-effective way,
and those areas with a negative budget impact
managed efficiently and the net cost minimized.
As a result, 6 posts (5.1 FTE) in the Witt and Conway
Libraries and Photographic Survey will become
redundant from 4 September 2009 and the
management structure of these libraries will
change.
While the loss of specialised staff is to be deeply
regretted, and there are worries about whether the
libraries will continue to be updated, it is excellent news
that they will continue their operation. It is important to
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► (continued from p.1) And it is precisely this variety of
perspectives that we hope to capture through the AAH
History Project. The project has grown in scope since it
began last year and now consists of a review of the
materials in the AAH archives, the development of a
chronology of the Association and its activities, and the
publishing of back issues of Bulletin free of charge on the
Association’s website.
Most excitingly, we will soon begin a series of oral
history interviews with those actively involved in the
foundation of the AAH. Segments of these testimonials
will be edited into podcasts and made available for
download on our website, with the complete interviews
deposited in a public archive in perpetuity.
In choosing the medium of oral interviews to revisit a
practice based primarily on the dialogue between the
written and the visual, we hope to foster conversations
that enrich existing narratives and add the colour of
personal voices to the robust intellectual and
professional debates of the era.
We would be delighted to received contributions in the
form of written accounts, photographs or documents to
add to this growing archive of material.
Comments or contributions can be forwarded to the
Bulletin Editor, or to me, the project’s coordinator.
LIZ BRUCHET
liz@aah.org.uk

stress that the Courtauld’s decision is probably the most
visible of the many challenges that Art History is currently
facing in the UK’s new funding climate. The decision to
prioritize science funding over the humanities and social
sciences in the last RAE has left many excellent
departments and important activities in the UK
increasingly vulnerable.
As we face growing financial stringencies, the
Association is committed to supporting all its members
and their work, activities that have a crucial impact on
museums and galleries as well as on students, both
undergraduate and postgraduate. To do this, the
Executive will be following Charity Commission advice to
review its resources in light of the financial downturn.
We will be looking both at the risks that the AAH faces to
its income and the requirements for help that our
members may need if the next few years prove to be as
difficult as predicted. We will need to work effectively to
remind vice-chancellors, funding bodies and
government that the History of Art is an important,
impactful discipline with a strong public presence. To do
this, we will need to engage the voices of all of our
members and I look forward to working with you over the
next year to ensure that we are well prepared for future
challenges.

EVELYN WELCH
AAH Char

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Introducing the
New Hon Secretary
I first started going to AAH
Executive Committee meetings in
1998 when I was administrator for
the annual conference that took
place in Edinburgh in 2000. Then,
in 2001, I became Honorary Editor
of the Art Book.
After a brief absence, I rejoined the EC last year as a
trustee. It therefore seems logical to take on the role of
Hon Sec next. I am particularly happy to do so
knowing in what good shape Louise Bourdua is leaving
all the paperwork! She has done an enormous amount
behind the scenes to tidy up all sorts of things that
most AAH members would never imagine existed. We
owe Louise a huge debt.
In my day job I am a lecturer in Art History at The Open
University and, at the moment, Associate Dean,
Curriculum and Awards, for the Faculty of Arts.
From this autumn I will largely be focussing on my
research, thanks to the Philip Leverhulme Prize I won in
2008. My book on Renaissance cardinals just came
out in March so I’ll be concentrating on my next
project, a book on the Venerable English College in
Rome. I promise to come back to the UK for meetings!

CAROL RICHARDSON
The Open University

AAH Website – New & Improved
As part of an on-going programme of improvements
to our website at www.aah.org.uk the Association is
pleased to be able to announce a major overhaul of
the News & Events and Jobs & Opportunities sections.
Both these sections will now be full searchable, and
browsable by category and by date; both will
produce RSS feeds for ease of use and for better
integration into web-technologies like Live Bookmarks
and Google Reader. We hope to add further
technologies over the coming months.
In 2010, we will also be providing online a fully
searchable text and PDF archive of the complete run
of Bulletin back to issue 1 (1974). For those interested in
the history of the Association, or of the discipline in
general, this resource of over 100 issues will hopefully
prove invaluable.
For more information, please keep your eyes on the
site, or contact the office at admin@aah.org.uk

Research Excellence Framework
The Association is closely following the debate and
consultation about the form of the forthcoming
Research Excellence Framework (the successor of the
RAE) that will determine universities' research-related
funding from HEFCE.
Further information will follow and there will be a
briefing session for departmental representatives at
the AAH Annual Conference in Glasgow (see p.18).

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO □ HISTORY OF ART
The Department of Art invites applications for an Assistant Professor, tenure stream, in the field of 19th century
European Art. Start date for this position is July 1, 2010.
We seek candidates with expertise in the art of the 19th century in Europe, to complement the Department’s
considerable strength in the areas of European, Canadian, African, American, South Asian and East Asian modern and
contemporary art and visual culture.
The applicant must have a PhD in History of Art or a closely related discipline, and must demonstrate a strong record of
excellence in research and teaching. The successful candidate will be expected to play an important role in
undergraduate- and graduate-level academic programs, both within the Department of Art and in cooperation with
cognate fields. Salary to be commensurate with qualifications and experience.
We offer opportunities to work in many collaborative programs, including Cinema Studies, Diaspora Studies, History of
the Book, Jewish Studies, Sexual Diversity Studies, and Women's Studies. The University of Toronto offers the
opportunity to teach, conduct research and live in one of the most diverse cities in the world.
We encourage you to submit your application online at www.jobs.utoronto.ca/faculty.htm. If you are unable to apply
online, please submit your application and other materials to: Professor Elizabeth Legge, Chair, Department of Art, 100
St. George Street, Room 6040, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON M5S 3G3 Canada.
Applications should include current curriculum vitae, a statement outlining current and future research interests,
examples of publications, and materials relevant to teaching experience. Applicants should ask three referees to write
letters directly to Professor Legge. Materials must be received by November 20, 2009.
Additional information on the Department of Art can be obtained on our website at www.art.utoronto.ca
The University of Toronto is strongly committed to diversity within its community and especially welcomes applications
from visible minority group members, women, Aboriginal persons, persons with disabilities, members of sexual minority
groups, and others who may contribute to the further diversification of ideas.
All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority.
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MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS

AAH Membership Options for 2010

T

he AAH is pleased to announce that it is finally possible to offer 12-month
rolling subscriptions. Historically, membership to the Association of Art
Historians has run to the calendar year, meaning that all subscriptions
automatically lapsed each 31 December. Following an improvement to our
membership software, we are now able to offer memberships that run for a
full 12 months from date of joining.
We have decided to keep membership subscription rates fixed at 2009 levels
for another year. All membership categories will cost the same as they did do
for 2009.
As in 2009, subscriptions to Art History and The Art Book will remain
de-coupled from membership. On joining, you will be provided with a unique
discount-code which will allow you to purchase the journal(s) you require
directly from Wiley-Blackwell’s at a deeply discounted price.

AAH Membership Options for 2009
Membership Type

Fee

What you get

Individual

£45

•
•
•
•

1 membership card
Bulletin and e-Bulletin
reduced AAH conference fees
discount subscriptions to Art History
and The Art Book,

• other membership benefits
Concessionary

£20

•
•
•
•

1 membership card
Bulletin and e-Bulletin
reduced AAH conference fees
discount subscriptions to Art History
and The Art Book

• other membership benefits
Institutional

£150

• 4 transferrable membership cards
• Bulletin and e-Bulletin
• reduced AAH conference fees for up
to 4 members of staff per event

• other membership benefits
Please note that Institutional Members
are not entitled to discounts on Art
History and The Art Book.
Library (Bulletin only)

£50

• 3 copies of Bulletin only

Non UK-based members will need to pay a small additional fee for
postage and package:
• £3.50 p&p for Europe

• £5.00 p&p for Rest of the World
The following discounts on AAH membership will remain in place:
• 15% discount for CAA and SSAH members

• 10% discount for first year if you pay by Direct Debit
Concessionary membership includes:
Students, retired, un-waged and low-income (earning less than £15,500 per
year). Concessionary members will be required to provide proof of
concessionary status on demand. Proof may include student ID / Job
Seekers Allowance form / tax-return/ pension-entitlement form
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ROLLING SUBSCRIPTIONS
All memberships will run for
12 months from the month of
joining.

STUDENT SPECIAL OFFER
Any student joining or renewing
before 1 December 2009 will
receive 15 months of
membership rather than the
usual 12 months.

Joining or Renewing
AAH Membership
Joining or renewing membership
can be done online, by post or
over the phone. Online renewal
or joining is the quickest and
simplest method.
If you want to renew your
membership for 2010 either do
so online via the AAH website at
www.aah.org.uk/membership
or complete and return the
enclosed Membership Renewal
Form.

1) Complete either an online or
paper membership form with
your contact and payment
details and submit or return
by post to the office.

2) Once you have submitted a
membership form you will
receive (either by email or
post) confirmation of your
payment.

3) Shortly after submitting your
form you will receive, by post,
your membership pack,
including your membership
card, membership number
and members’ information.
Individual members will also
receive a unique
membership discount code,
which you will need in order
to subscribe to Art History
journal and/or The Art Book
magazine (see right).

4) All members will
automatically receive Bulletin
and e-Bulletin as part of their
membership.

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

AAH Publication Subscriptions

Membership Benefits

If you wish to subscribe to Art History or The Art Book as
a member you will receive up to 75% discount off the
standard publisher’s price. Subscription form
applications must be made directly with WileyBlackwell publishers.

Benefits of AAH Members include:

1) Members will need to complete a Wiley-Blackwell
Subscription form, which will be available on the
AAH website, or members can contact the
publisher’s customer service team and complete a
form over the phone.

2) To access the publication subscription form on the
AAH website, members will need to go to the AAH
Members-only webpage. To access this page you
will need to enter your current membership number
and email address.

3) Within the members-only area you will find a link to
the subscription form, which you should click on,
then complete and submit accordingly. To access
and submit this form correctly you will need to
enter your unique membership discount code. This
code will entitle members to publications for one
complete calendar year’s volume, no matter what
point in the year the subscription begins.

4) Copies of Art History and/or The Art Book will be
issued direct from Wiley-Blackwell and any queries
regarding missing or delayed publications should
be addressed to their dispatch department.

• Up to a 75% discount on subscriptions to AAH
publications Art History and The Art Book (based
on publisher’s price)

• Online access to AAH publications Art History and
The Art Book

• Concessionary rates for many galleries, museums
and exhibitions

• Reduced fees for AAH Annual Conference and
Bookfair

• Members’ groups and e-networks for:
Students
School teachers
University & College academics
Independent art historians
Museum and Gallery professionals

• Members-only website area and improved online
services

• Funding opportunities for students on internships in
the UK, museum professionals and independent
art historians

• Discounts on subscriptions to relevant journals and
special offers on selected books, magazines and
catalogues

Members’ Rates for AAH Journals:

• Listings for voluntary work placement

Member prices for Art History 2010:
Euro Zone: €33
UK: £26
North America and Rest of World: $51

• Awards, prizes and support schemes for various

TAB only:
Euro Zone: €24
UK: £19
North America and Rest of World: $37
Combined Rate:
Euro Zone: €54
UK: £43
North America and Rest of World: $83

opportunities
activities and events

• Online directory for freelance independent
members

• AAH Bulletin
• AAH e-Bulletin
Don’t forget to regularly check the AAH website for
these and other updates!
www.aah.org.uk

Museums and Exhibitions Awards

T

he Museums and Exhibitions Group committee have
been active over the past few months working on a
template for two new bursary schemes, particularly
aimed at museum professionals.

We believe that both awards will be very popular with
AAH members. Please keep an eye on the M&E Group
link from the AAH home page for further details about
both awards.

♦

The first scheme aims to foster collaboration
between museum professionals and academics by
providing funding for innovative projects which
cross the museum and academy.

♦

The second scheme is aimed at museum
professionals who wish to undertake art historical
research.

For the first year the M&E Group will be running a strand
at the AAH annual conference. The strand is titled
Objects, Narratives and Display. We are looking for a
broad range of proposals from both academics and
museum professionals. We are hoping that some of the
sessions will take place outside the classroom in one of
Glasgow’s magnificent galleries.

HEATHER BIRCHALL
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INDEPENDENTS

Grants for Independent Members Still Available

E

ffective, popular and successful. That’s how Jeff
Fendall described the Conference Grants Scheme
in his report on its working so far to the Independents’
Committee.
There have now been five awards in the scheme since it
started in January this year. The first four were for
attendance at the AAH Annual Conference in
Manchester earlier this year. The recipients all gave
reports in the June Bulletin. The fifth is described in this
Bulletin. Ming Turner was awarded £300 to help pay for
her costs in attending a conference in Venice at which
she presented a paper.
STILL TIME TO APPLY
There is still time to apply for a grant for a conference
this year. We have a fixed pot of money and the awards
are made on a first-come-first-served basis. Provided
you qualify as an Independent, you should get a grant
while there is money left in the pot. We hope that the
scheme will continue into next year. You can now
submit an abstract for a conference, including the AAH
Conference with more confidence, in the expectation
that you are likely to get a grant to help cover your
expenses. Remember, this is not a hardship grant. This
is an entitlement for Independent members of the AAH.
As soon as you know that you have a paper accepted or
have been accepted as a session convenor, apply by
sending an email to ch-indeps@aah.org.uk .

IMAGE GRANTS
We also have a grant scheme for the cost of obtaining
images for a research publication, to cover copyright
and other fees. This scheme also started this year and we
have just had our first successful application. Again, you
have to be an Independent and to have been an AAH
member for at least a year. If you have a contract with a
publisher or journal to publish research and you have to
pay for images, you can apply for a grant of up to £500.
There is still money in this pot, too. Again, send an
email to ch-indeps@aah.org.uk .
GAINING FREELANCE WORK
We are now looking for ways to help you get contract
freelance work. We already have the Independents
Directory where you can register your areas of expertise
as keywords. This is regularly searched by people
looking to hire freelance art historians. If you are not in
the Directory, register now by sending an email to
ch-indeps@aah.org.uk. If you are in, make sure that you
keep your keywords up to date. You should also register
with art-line, our email information system, where job
opportunities are often posted. Email
ch-indeps@aah.org.uk to join art-line.
We are starting to plan a one-day conference, jointly
with the postgraduate students, aimed at providing you
with information about where and how to get freelance
work. This will be held next year. Keep an eye out for a
future Bulletin with more information.
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The full membership of the Independents Committee is
now: Anna Bentkowska-Kafel, who administers the
images grants, Sophie Bostock who is planning the
freelance day, Jeff Fendall, who administers the
conference grants, Frances Follin who runs art-line, Liz
Freeman, who organises visits to galleries for
Independent members, Ros Ormiston, who is planning
a recruitment campaign, Stephanie Cotela Tanner, who
is setting up a Facebook page, and myself. These can all
be contacted via ch-indeps@aah.org.uk.
We could do with at least one more member. If you can
give a little time and would like to get involved, contact
me.
DENNIS WARDLEWORTH
Independents’ Group Chair
ch-indeps@aah.org.uk

Conference trip to Venice

I

am very grateful for the generous grant awarded by
the AAH, which supported me in delivering a research
paper at the 4th International Conference on the Arts in
Society, held in Venice, Italy, 28–31 July 2009.
In my paper, ‘Visualisation and Globalisation in the AsiaPacific Region: Analyses of the Taipei Biennial’, I explored
the Taipei Biennials held between 1998 and 2008. I
argued that with rapid social change and the surge in
economic growth, the Taiwanese people have
repositioned their authentic and local ethnic and cultural
inheritance. By comparing the shift in themes across
these six biennials, I examined the re-consideration and
visualisation of the hybridised and transformed culture of
present-day Taiwanese society. Finally, through analysing
different curatorial themes of the exhibitions and some
selected artists’ works, I argued that the perspectives of
contemporary Taiwanese art have shifted from seeking
Taiwan’s political identity to juxtaposing itself with its
competitors in the international art scene, especially in
the Asia-Pacific region

DR MING TURNER
De Montfort University

Palazzo Cavalli
Franchetti, Venice

SCHOOLS

Supporting History of Art A level

H

ot on the agenda this year has been the
Maintained Schools History of Art Project.

examination boards AQA, Pre U and CCEA appear to be
the most popular on offer. Each one delivers subtle
differences in their focus. We have been continuously
monitoring the specifications and their subsequent
demands on teachers and students.

We are investigating different strategies through which
to encourage the teaching of History of Art A level in
state schools and colleges. Caroline Osborne and Penny
Huntsman have been extremely active in running the
sub-committee and seeking ways to further our cause.
We have discovered numerous opportunities for
development in this area, but the process continues to be
slow.

We will continue to review them in light of the 2009
(AS) and impending 2010 (A2) examination results,
which are now, subsequently rewarding A* to students
who obtain 90% or more of the total maximum UMS
mark.

In collaboration with this project, the schools committee
has been discussing the possibility of launching a text
book for History of Art AS and A2 teaching. We feel
there continues to be minimum support for (new)
teachers in the discipline and we hope to work in
collaboration with AAH to produce an effective resource
for teachers to use.

The annual Ways of Seeing conference is being held on
6 November at Tate Britain, and the 180 places have
already been taken. The theme this year is Gender,
Nationhood and Ethnicity. Speakers include Antony
Penrose, Charles Gore and Ed Winters. There will also
be student presentations and a teachers plenary session.
A report will appear in the next Bulletin.

As usual, the Sixth Form examinations loomed over us
throughout the academic year. 2008/09 saw the
introduction of the new AS level syllabi. The

ELIZABETH GOULD
Chair, Schools Group

AHA!
I am appealing for people to join a recently created network of Art History Administrators in UK universities and
related organisations.
Whilst we share seminar and conference information, we perhaps don't make enough of our contacts for sharing
other information, experiences, ideas etc with colleagues across the sector, e.g. REF, AHRC, student and staff
recruitment and professional development.
This is very much in its infancy and I am happy for it to take whatever form people would find most useful. It is
currently operating in the form of a mailing list and secure interactive web page. There will also be a networking
event at a different institution every summer.
If you have an administrative role in an Art History or related department and are interested in joining, please email
Rachel Woodruff, Administrator of History of Art at the University of Oxford: rachel.woodruff@hoa.ox.ac.uk

Bulletin Advertising Rates for 2010
Dimension and rates (horizontal dimension given first)
full-page
182mm x 262mm £250
half-page landscape
182mm x 128mm £180
half-page portrait
88mm x 262mm
£180
quarter-page
88mm x 128mm
£125
eighth-page
88mm x 60mm
£80
These rates apply to adverts for academic courses, to
any commercial venture, and to anybody wishing to
book a specific space and supply a pre-designed ad.
Ads for jobs, fellowships, grants and conferences are
included gratis, with layout at the editor’s discretion,
depending on space available.
Contact Bulletin editor regarding adverts:
edbulletin@aah.org.uk
To discuss mailed inserts, contact AAH Administrator:
admin@aah.org.uk

AAH Internet
Services
www.aah.org.uk

Remember to check the website for updated news,
events and opportunities.
If you would like to post notices on the AAH website,
free of charge, please download the
AAH web notice form, fill it in and email it to
admin@aah.org.uk
If you have not received an issue of the new digital
AAH eBulletin and would like to do so, please send
an email to admin@aah.org.uk with the subject line
‘eBulletin mailing’, giving your full name in the body
of the message.
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AAH HISTORY

Issues Facing the AAH in the 90s

W

e have had fascinating glimpses of the early
history of the AAH in recent editions of Bulletin,
which celebrated its 100th edition in February this year.
I am no expert on the full history of the Association,
which awaits an author – as Bulletin Editor Jannet King
noted in her own recent efforts to bring the history of
AAH to light in Bulletin 100. However, I do have my
own window on the AAH from my time as Chair in the
mid 1990s.
I became Chair Elect in 1994 and held office 1995–98. It
was a busy and momentous period. The work of all
AAH Chairs is collaborative and mine was greatly
indebted to a supportive membership and my EC
colleagues, and especially to the Executive Officers. I
name some individuals here, but there are more to
whom I owed as much – none more so than our
brilliantly efficient Hon Sec, Fintan Cullen, in post from
the start of my second year.
The concerns of AAH chairs have not of course always
remained constant or been carried through from one
incumbent to the next. However, among the proposals
on which my predecessor Nigel Llewellyn sought
membership support in 1993 were several key changes
that I took up, with the able help of the Executive and
our wonderful part-time Administrator and Director of
Publicity at the time, Kate Woodhead. These included
the modernisation of the AAH logo,* researched by
Anglea Weight of the Imperial War Museum, a
permanent Administrator, and lengthy and complex
discussions about the issues raised by DACS. Research
Selectivity was a relatively new phenomenon on which
subsequently the AAH has been an important voice for
the profession.

PROFESSIONALISATION OF THE AAH
Most important for the long-term health and
professionalism of the AAH was the decision to
establish a full-time Administrator. Kate Woodhead had
previously run the AAH from home, effectively on a
shoestring; the work had become enormous and made
demands which no part-timer, however dedicated,
could be expected to fulfill. The first official
advertisement for the new post of AAH Administrator
appeared in Bulletin 63 (December 1996), the post
beginning in Spring 1997. The brief for the
Administrator was to promote growth in membership,
to help develop a higher Public Relations profile and
undertake fundraising activities, administer the Annual
Conference and maintain the efficient management of
the AAH budget and office. Andrew Falconer was our
chosen appointee, and thus became the first full-time
AAH Administrator; he proved a wonderful colleague,
strengthening the AAH base and helping to establish a
much more professional public profile for art history in
the UK.
* The logo has changed again, see Jannet King’s feature in Bulletin 100.
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The role played by the person now entitled the Senior
Administrator (currently Claire Davies**), as well as the
office staff (Kyra Williams has been assisting with
membership since 2000) has been vital in ensuring the
success of Conference in particular. Taking over and
centralising this heavy administrative load has freed the
location-specific Conference organisers to focus more
fully on the intellectual and social content of the
programme. There are now also important Schools
Group conferences each year, and regular Student
Group conferences (New Voices), symposia and careers
events.
The use of email and the consolidation of the AAH
presence on the web began with Andrew Falconer’s
appointment, and our website has developed since into
the sophisticated tool we all now find so indispensable.
Indeed, as Claire Davies pointed out in Bulletin 100,
overhaul of the AAH’s IT systems in 2008, including
centralisation of AAH finances and new membership
data-management software, has enabled journal
subscription and new membership options, as well as an
on-line members-only area. In this era of virtuality, the
significant presence on the internet the AAH has
developed is a vital part of its modern identity and
ambitions.
In order that the Administrator post was effective, we
needed simultaneously to established offices to
formalise and provide a professional focus for the
Association, as well as developing new services for
members. The chosen venue was the still-current
premises in London – 70 Cowcross Street in Holborn –
which Kate Woodhead was instrumental in identifying
and negotiating on behalf of the EC and the AAH.
Although at first the AAH ‘office’ occupied little more
than a corner with a desk and a plant in the huge shared
open-plan offices in Cowcross Street, psychologically it
represented a major change for the Association which
was enormously exciting. I remember a few EC
meetings at Cowcross Street, held early on in the AAH’s
residence there in the public ground floor room which
was briefly our meeting venue. We were all very high
on the new venture. The Executive Officers were given
much support and encouragement in establishing the
London office and its staff by our excellent Finance
officer, Peter Baitup.
Reviewing AAH finances, it became clear that the gap
between actual AAH costs and income from
subscriptions, which were then heavily subsidised by
the profits from our highly successful journal Art
History, was untenable. The lack of adequate
subscription income curtailed the ambitions of the AAH
**Claire Davies is at present on maternity leave and her role is being
taken by Matt Lodder during her absence. The AAH now also has a
part-time Assistant Office Coordinator, Liz Bruchet, appointed in
September 2008.
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and hampered new developments. The EC, with the
support of the membership, therefore raised
subscriptions in line with other comparable
organisations, and restructured them to ensure that lowpaid, independents and students did not suffer unduly.
Releasing some of our income stream enabled the AAH
to introduce or extend support for members that has
since been expanded, including the Initiatives Fund for
research projects and events, the student Dissertation
Prize and Voluntary Work Fund. Recently, the system
has again been dramatically overhauled, with
Association subscriptions for the first time separated
from Journal subscriptions.

attacks on Higher
Education. We had a
battle on our hands at
both ends of the
educational spectrum,
fighting alongside the
energetic Schools
Group for the survival
of a single-subject Art
History A level; we
Anthea Callen, AAH Chair 1995–98
kept one alive. We
were also beset by another major threat to the discipline,
and especially its teaching: DACS.

THE ART BOOK: A SECOND JOURNAL FOR THE AAH
Speaking of AAH Journals, the most exhilarating
venture of my period as Chair was the acquisition and
launch of a new magazine for the Association, the
highly popular and successful The Art Book. The idea for
a new magazine had long been the passion of our then
EC Honorary Secretary, Claire Donovan, which we ran
with and promoted. Fortuitously, we were approached
by the now Executive Editor Sue Ward, seeking a new
home and a wider role for her own art magazine, then in
a tabloid format akin to the LRB, and already widely
renowned for its art news and reviews. This was
precisely the kind of content we sought to introduce in
our own new journal: coverage that was current, lively,
readable, and designed to attract a new audience for art
history and new members for the AAH.

DACS
The Design and Artists Copyright Society was the major
fly in the ointment of my time as Chair. The AAH fully
supported contemporary artists of copyright work
receiving due compensation for their reproduction.
However, when the new copyright costs of reproducing
modern artworks falls to impoverished scholars (which
it generally does in publishing) it conflicted with our
aim to make new art more visible: as writers we are
engaged in raising the profile of new makers and new
work, so fundamentally on the artists’ side. Yet DACS
was working too for copyright artists’ estates (Picasso,
Matisse, Dali, etc.) where a fortune was to be made.
Even more fundamental than the issue of publishing
and the ways the new costs to authors might inhibit
their writing, was the question of education. DACS
proposed charging individuals, schools, HEIs and
museums for the use of images in teaching. Throughout
my time as Chair I was engaged in meetings with the
CVCP, the DTI and other bodies (including DACS) in an
attempt to retain copyright exemption for educational
use of images (my regular Bulletin Reports recount the
battles). It proved impossible to unite all users and
persuade the universities to fight together on art
history’s behalf. One by one they signed DACS
contracts, which despite the new freedoms of the digital
age are now a permanent feature of visual education.

From the outset, Sue – lively and energetic, enthusiastic
over the idea of our collaboration in the new journal –
was an obvious partner for the AAH . She is now an old
friend to the Association, and to me. Long negotiations
and costings ensued between EC officers and Blackwell,
the AAH publishers and joint owners of The Art Book.
They dealt with a wide range of questions, from finance
to contents and design because, of course, we developed
The Art Book as the glossy journal-style magazine it now
is. Its characteristic white cover with inset image and
flagged ‘issues’ listing on the front was inspired by
Thames & Hudson’s ‘retro modernist’ styling for its
books (though we didn’t tell them at the time!). It was a
heady time of combined grinding hard work and elation
as it all swiftly came together. The launch by Sue Ward
and Hon Editor Howard Holland of the new magazine
was celebrated on 13 December 1996 with a reception at
Tate Britain, thanks to the generosity of the gallery and
the support there of Sylvia Lahav.
The Art Book was above all a major component in the
EC’s mission to raise the profile of art history in Britain,
and of the AAH itself – to increase and broaden
membership. A small and costly discipline, art history
was under siege in HE institutions, with falling funding
and student numbers, threatened closures and the wider
on-going fall-out of anti-intellectualism from Thatcher’s

REDRESSING THE IMBALANCE
Looking back over the Association’s history with the
benefit of hindsight, what strikes me is the apparent lack
of any female presence in its early history (at least
according to the recollections published in Bulletin 100
and 101), and how dramatically the gender balance has
since changed. Bulletin 101 (p.18) lists the Chairs of the
AAH since its inception in 1974. 1986 saw the first
historic election of a woman chair, Professor Marcia
Pointon, and when I was elected in 1994 I was only the
second woman to serve. For the past ten years we have
seen a regular alternation between male and female
chairs of the Association: brava!
ANTHEA CALLEN
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Student Members
Committee
Chair – Lara Eggleton
University of Leeds
ch-students@aah.org.uk
Secretary – Hannah Williams
Courtauld Institute of Art
hannah.williams@courtauld.ac.uk
Treasurer – Eve Kalyva
University of Leeds
allien89@googlemail.com
Julie Beckers
University of Oxford
juliebeckers@yahoo.co.uk
Clair Drever
University of Reading
c.drever@reading.ac.uk
Tamsin Foulkes
University of Birmingham
TXF454@bham.ac.uk
Suzy Freake
University of Nottingham
adsxf1@nottingham.ac.uk
Evgenia Gypaki
University of Edinburgh
E.Gypaki@sms.ed.ac.uk
Victoria Irvine
University of Glasgow
victoriahelenirvine@hotmail.co.uk
Arlene Leis
University of York
acl914@interfree.it
Catriona McAra
University of Glasgow
c.mcara.1@research.gla.ac.uk
Antoinette McKane
University of Liverpool
antoinettemckane@yahoo.co.uk
Rosalind McKever
Kingston University, London
rosalind.mckever@googlemail.com
Elizabeth Moore
University of Birmingham
exm592@bham.ac.uk
Basia Sliwinska
University of Loughborough
b.sliwinska@lboro.ac.uk
Peter Stilton
University of Bristol
ps3669@bristol.ac.uk

Letter from Student Chair

A

warm welcome back to everyone after the summer
break, and a particularly warm welcome to all of our
new members who have joined at the beginning of the
academic year. I hope you've all had the sort of summer
you were hoping for: a welcome break for some, or a
flurry of productivity for others! The start of the year is
always an exciting time, and we have plenty to look forward to over the
coming months.
Our next event will be the New Voices conference, which will take place at
York University on 7 November. Many thanks to all of the students who
submitted papers for this year's event: the standard was extremely high and
we are looking forward to some excellent presentations on the theme of Art
and Desire. We are also very excited to be able to hold this event in York’s
brand-new purpose-built postgraduate facilities. See full details opposite.
This summer has, as always, been an eventful one for the Student Members
Group. The Summer Symposium at Bristol took place on 23–24 June, and
proved to be a thoroughly stimulating and successful two days. My thanks go
to Louise Hughes and Eve Kalyva for their immense efforts in organising the
event, as well as to Dr Dorothy Rowe, Dr Mike Mahoney and all the other staff
members of Bristol University who came along on the day for their support
and input. You can read more about the event on page 12.
It's been a summer of change on the Student Members Committee as well,
and the last few months have seen a number of comings and goings. We
have said goodbye to three long-standing members: Linda O'Halloran, Olga
Smith and Louise Hughes. Huge thanks to all of you for your valuable
contributions to the committee. We wish you all the very best for the future.
As a result of our recent recruitment campaign, we are able to welcome a
number of new faces to the committee: Julie Beckers (Oxford University),
Clair Drever (Reading University), Victoria Irvine (Glasgow University), Arlene
Leis (York University), Antoinette McKane (Liverpool University), Elizabeth
Moore (Birmingham University) and Basia Sliwinska (Loughborough University).
We're delighted to welcome so many new committee members from so
many institutions, and are really looking forward to working with you all.
Finally, I am sad to say that this will be my last letter as Chair of the Student
Members Committee. I'm about to enter the final year of my PhD, and so
after four years on the SMC I will finally be saying goodbye to the committee.
I've an exciting, exhausting but ultimately hugely rewarding time in the role of
Chair, and I would like to thank all of the committee members with whom I
have had the pleasure and privilege of working over the past four years. I
have enjoyed an enormous amount of support over the last twelve months,
and I am particularly grateful to Hannah Williams, the SMC's tirelessly inventive
Secretary, and Eve Kalyva, our eagle-eyed Treasurer, for their sterling work. I
must also thank Matt Lodder, the AAH's Administrator, for his seemingly
inexhaustible patience and support.
Suzy Freake and Lara Eggleton have provided shoulders to cry on and
endless useful advice, and I'm highly delighted to announce that Lara will be
taking over from me as the new SMC Chair. Lara has been an active member
of the committee for some time now, and it's wonderful to be able to leave
knowing that everything is in safe hands.
I know Lara will do a wonderful job, and would like to wish her all the very
best.

CLARE O’DOWD
Out-going Student Chair

Keep in touch via the AAH
Student News Email Bulletins
To sign up, send an email to
ch-students@aah.org.uk
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New Voices 2009

Art and Desire
7 NOVEMBER 2009

University of York ■ Organised by the Student Members Committee
Keynote: Dr James Boaden (University of York)
The Convulsive Nursery: Surrealism, Childhood and Sexuality
Desire is arguably the over-riding consideration in the study of art, for desire acts as
the principal motivation in the drive to create, look at, study, collect, covet and
possess art objects.
As such, we believe that the theme for this year’s New Voices postgraduate
conference, now in its seventh year, will act as an exciting platform upon which
students will be able to present their research, and more importantly, inspire debate
amongst all that attend. Organised by the Student Members’ Committee of the
Association of Art Historians, the annual New Voices conference offers an informal,
supportive and stimulating atmosphere within which students can learn, interact and
discuss key issues within contemporary Art Historical scholarship.
For our keynote this year, we are proud to present Dr James Boaden, newly appointed
to the University of York. James Boaden’s research focuses on American art from the
mid-twentieth century, and looks in particular at the crossover between experimental
film culture and the art world during that period. His keynote talk has developed from
his position at the Centre for the Study of Surrealism and its Legacies at the University
of Manchester.
The booking deadline for this event is Monday 2 November 2009, and tickets are
priced at £5 per person Booking is essential and places are limited, so to reserve your
place, please go to: www.aah.org.uk/student/conferences.php or contact
Matt Lodder at: admin@aah.org.uk.
This event is only open to existing AAH members. To join please go to:
www.aah.org.uk/membership/index.php
For further enquiries concerning this event, please contact
Tamsin Foulkes txf454@bham.ac.uk or Peter Stilton ps3669@bristol.ac.uk
ACADEMIC PROGRAMME
Registration and Welcome
Keynote Address (see above)
Session 1: Fleshy Bodies
Chair: Peter Stilton (University of Bristol)
Basia Sliwinska (Loughborough University) The
Eclipse of Gender: Seductive Bodies in
Contemporary Sculpture
Rodrigo Cañete (Courtauld Institute of Art)
Irony and Eroticism in Velázquez’s Venus

Session 2: Desire, Beauty, Love
Chair: Tamsin Foulkes (University of
Birmingham)
Kerry Cavaghan (University of Oxford)
Renaissance Cassoni: The Practicality of Desire

Katie Faulkner (Coutauld Institute of Art) The
Creative Power of the World: Ruskinian beauty
versus Darwinian desire in Rossetti’s Venus
Verticordia (1864–68)
Catherine Hunt (University of Bristol)
Honourable intentions?: The depiction of
gloves in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
art to reflect love, desire and marital fidelity

Session 3: Subversive Sexuality
Chair: Suzy Freake (University of Nottingham)
Rebecca Rose (University of Essex) Desire as
grotesque: transposition of sexual fear onto the
female subject in figurative painting
Esra Plumer (University of Nottingham) Mastery
over Madness: Reading Zürn’s performance
through Bellmer’s photography
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SUMMER SYMPOSIUM

Reading Images – Frames and Frameworks

T

his year’s AAH Summer Symposium was hosted by
the University of Bristol’s History of Art Department,
where 17 delegates and a wide audience (35) met to
discuss the ways in which we read images. Diverse
papers covered issues ranging from the framing of
Aristotle’s system of logic to the significance of
Whistler’s actual frames. The symposium aims to
provide postgraduate students of art history from the
UK and abroad with the opportunity to present their
current research, while making contacts with fellow
students within the discipline.
This year we received a large number of paper
proposals, all of which were of a high standard. Such a
level of interest signalled the topicality of the conference
theme and also resulted in a highly interesting and
successful event. This standard meant that we were able
to gain extra sponsorship from the university-based
BIRTHA – Bristol Institute for Research in the
Humanities and Arts – which runs an invaluable
programme to support postgraduate conferences and
which generously contributed to this symposium. We
would like in particular to thank Drs Mike O’Mahony
and Dorothy Rowe of the University of Bristol for their
support in this matter. Our thanks go to the History of
Art Department itself, which also kindly gave welcome
funds to our cause. The conference was attended by
members of the department staff, who were there
throughout, giving valuable feedback to students. Their
contribution was very much appreciated.

MIKE O’MAHONY – KEYNOTE ADDRESS
The two-day symposium began with an address from
the conference organisers, Louise Hughes (University of
Bristol) and Eve Kalyva (University of Leeds).
Following this, Dr Mike O’Mahony of the University of
Bristol opened our academic programme with his
keynote address, Reflections on the Border. Dr O’Mahony
is a senior lecturer in the University of Bristol’s History
of Art department, where his research interests include
20th-century Russian visual culture, especially official
art of the Soviet Union, late and post-Soviet cultural
developments, the Moscow metro and the promotion
and reception of Soviet culture in the international
arena. Dr O’Mahony is also currently working on the
visual culture of sport and the Olympic Games. In a
particularly well received and enjoyable paper, Dr
O’Mahony discussed borders as lines of demarcation
and lines of porous exchange or fear. This theme was
illustrated predominantly by examples of the Russian
artist Alexander Deineka’s Soviet Socialist Realism in
works that depicted a pre-Second World War obsession
with the surveillance and heroic defence of the Soviet
border against foreign enemies both without and within.
As Dr O’Mahony demonstrated, these concepts were
expressed in a multitude of contemporary artworks as
well as popular media, and included images of heroic
sport, portraiture, and architecture amongst others.
12
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The first panel of the day, Framing the Body, was chaired
by Peter Stilton (University of Bristol). In her paper, ‘A
‘Pre-posterous’ Framing of the Classical Body’, Basia
Sliwinska (Loughborough University) examined
contemporary images of the body in the works of Igor
Mitoraj and Marc Quinn, which, she argued, can be
viewed as embodiments of the tension between the
whole and the fragmented, the complete and the
incomplete. The second paper in this panel was
presented by Cadence Kinsey (University College
London), whose research interests focus on the work of
Carolee Schneemann. This paper explored the material
conditions of production, and the transgression of the
boundary of the film screen, in Schneeman’s 1967
performance Fuses, which features Schneemann and her
then partner James Tenney making love while watched
by their cat, Kitch. Continuing discussion of the film
medium, Lavinia Brydon (Queen Mary) presented her
research paper, ‘Films, Frames and Greenaway’. Lavinia
demonstrated how apparently framing devices in Peter
Greenaway’s film, The Draughtsman’s Contract (1982) –
the static camerawork, the ordered landscape, a rigid
class system – are continually refused and transgressed
by the film’s characters, objects and landscapes. Such
transgression reveals the limitation of the frame, which
ultimately distorts the world by forcing it into
unnatural, rigid categorisations.
The first panel of the afternoon, The Institutional Frame,
was chaired by Eve Kalyva and consisted of two papers:
David Hodge’s (Middlesex University) ‘Institutional
Self-Critique or Frame Becoming Content? On the Fetish
Character in Contemporary Art’; and Arlene Leis’s
(University of York), ‘Thomas Banks and Warren
Hastings: Modelling Civic Virtues’. This panel was
concerned with how institutions, or institutional
affiliations, can shape our experience of the aesthetic
object, and can even become the object of their own
frame. David focused on two international art
institutions – the Pompidou Centre in Paris and the
Gagosian Gallery in London – explaining how their
carefully designed architecture not only neutralises
institutional critique, but integrates it into institutional
self-promotion. Arlene’s presentation considered images
of the first governor general of Bengal, Warren Hastings,
whose British public image considered him the root of
all problems in India. This paper demonstrated how
Hastings and his followers employed sculpture and
engravings to construct a laudable public persona.
Thomas Banks – known for his travels to Rome and his
taste for classical learning and antique forms – also
collaborated with Hastings, portraying him as a stoic,
civic man in contrast to his dishonorable representation
by Edmund Burke.
The final panel of the day, entitled Self-Framing and also
chaired by Eve Kalyva, considered the potential ways in
which artists actively contribute to their own public
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person and ultimately to the
reception of their work. Rachel
Flynn (University of Bristol) related
her experience of working in the
Graham Sutherland Archive
(National Museum of Wales,
Cardiff) where she increasingly
finds that Sutherland invested great
time and effort in establishing and
shaping his public persona and his
biography, a fact that can change
how Sutherland is currently viewed
within the history of art. Rachel also
unpacked some of the questions
presented by the nature of the
archive, arguing that it should not
be viewed as a passive tool – the
repository of an ‘authentic’
Sutherland – but rather as a range of different frames for
understanding the artist that must be negotiated and
interrogated. Elisa Scharr (University of Oxford) then
presented her paper, ‘Sturtevant’s Self-Framing: ReReading the Artist’s Statements’, which considered
Elaine Sturtevant’s one-to-one repetitions of works by
artist peers such as Jasper Johns and Andy Warhol. Such
repetitions, Elisa argues, should not be seen as divorced
form the artist’s statements made during interviews, in
which she defends the originality of her works – these
statements should rather be viewed as an integral,
performative part of her practice. Completing the first
day of the symposium was Laurence Shafe’s
(University of Bristol) paper, ‘Whistler and SelfFraming’. Interested in how Whistler controlled his
exhibition spaces, Laurence focused on the artist’s
controlled environments, where artworks are positioned
as part of a total solution to a problem in line, form and
colour rather than as individual commodities. The
distinction between creating and controlling his public
image and displaying art works thereby disappears.
Day two began with presentations by Susanna Berger
(University of Cambridge), Emily Gray (Courtauld
Institute) and Tatiana C. Gonçalves (Wellcome Trust
Centre for the Study of Medicine/ UCL). This panel,
entitled Reading Narratives and chaired by Louise
Hughes, considered how the spatial organisation of
objects or images can aid understanding of their
meaning and allow access to otherwise highly complex
concepts. Susanna’s paper, ‘Reading a Botanical
Visualisation of an Aristotelian System of Logic’
introduced an engraving representing an entire system
of Aristotelian logic entitled Artificial Description of the
Whole Logia designed in 1614 by Martin Meurisse, a
professor of philosophy at the Franciscan Convent
attached to the University of Paris. Depicting a threetiered garden landscape adorned with objects, human
figures and animals, the engraving employs typical

Medieval and Renaissance iconography in order to
assist the students of early-modern Paris in reading,
understanding and remembering Aristotelian logic.
Similarly, Emily Gray’s presentation, ‘Meditating on the
Life of Christ: Two Early Florentine Prints’ concentrated
on a group of single-sheet prints included in Arthur
Hind’s 1938 catalogue Early Italian Engravings that show
a central scene of a saint, Christ or the Virgin Mary
surrounded by smaller, segmented scenes of the
protagonist’s life. Emily’s paper explored how the visual
arrangement of two of these – those showing the
Crucifixion surrounded by scenes from the Passion –
encouraged a very specific mode of visual reading and
meditation. Closing this panel, Tatiana Gonçalves’s
paper, ‘The Diamond's Ophelia Photograph’, focused on
an 1850s photograph taken by Doctor Hugh Diamond of
a psychiatric patient of the Surrey County Lunatic
Asylum, characterised as Ophelia. The paper developed
a contextual analysis of the diversity of female
representation and its photographic reconstruction,
through the characterisation of Ophelia in the
Shakespearean narrative of the 16h century and the
traditional representation of Ophelia in Art and Theatre
at the end of the 18th and first half of the 19th century.
The fifth panel of the symposium, Framing Identity,
chaired by Rachel Flynn consisted of research papers by
Marta Cordeiro (Escola Superior de Teatro e Cinema,
Lisbon), ‘Identity as an Image’, Elise Noyez (VU
Amsterdam), ‘Photographs (of the Artist) at Work:
Portraits of Post-War American Artists by Ugo Mulas
and Gianfranco Gorgoni’ and Sarah Wah Ng
(University of Oxford), ‘Beyond Representations:
Chinese Calligraphy in the Early Modern China’. Marta
analysed Victoria Chaplin’s L’Oratorio d’Aurelia, where
illusion, albeit explicitly staged, is still accepted by the
spectator; and Cindy Sherman’s work, which makes
believable identities by transforming the model’s
appearance through the change of clothing,
13
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characterisation and photograph conditions. Elise
discussed the work of two Italian photographers, Ugo
Mulas and Gianfranco Gorgoni, who portrayed the postwar North-American art scene and incorporated
changing ideas about artistic practice and the identity of
the artist in their work. Sarah introduced us to Chinese
calligraphy and how its study can allow new insights to
calligraphy, acquired not only through the meanings of
the words, but also how these are represented through
visual and material elements.
VISITING BANKSY
A break in the proceedings allowed for a guided visit to
Bristol City Museum and Art Gallery’s now (in-)famous
Banksy exhibition. Our group avoided the snaking
queue to be met by Sheena Stoddard (Curator of Fine
Art at the museum), who talked us through the
exhibition’s stealthy first appearance before letting us
loose amongst the Banksy-induced chaos.
The symposium concluded with the event’s final panel,
Representation and Interpretation, chaired by Elisa Sai
(University of Bristol). This panel included two papers:
by Bill Balaskas (Royal College of Art), ‘Re: Making
History: The (New) Alien Invasion of Hollywood After
9/11’; and Claire Knight (University of Cambridge),

Henry Moore Institute
Research Fellowships 2010–11
The Henry Moore Institute invites applications for the
following fellowship programmes:
Research Fellowships are intended for artists, scholars
and curators interested in working on historic and
contemporary sculpture using the Institute’s library,
archive of sculptors’ papers and the collection of
Leeds Art Gallery. Up to 4 fellows will be given the
opportunity to spend a month in Leeds to develop
their own research in a supportive and stimulating
environment.
Senior Fellowships are intended to give established
scholars (working on any aspect of sculpture) time
and space to develop a research project free from
their usual work commitments. Up to 2 senior
fellowships, for periods of between 3 to 6 weeks will be
offered. We ask fellows to make a small contribution to
the research programme in Leeds in the form of a talk
or seminar.

‘Framing versus Montage and the Creation of Meaning
in The Fall of Berlin (1949)’. Bill’s presentation
investigated the ideological dispositions accompanying
the revival of alien invasion films in American cinema
after 9/11, bringing to light a variety of affinities with
the neo-conservative movement, theorisations of the
global condition, McCarthyism’s rhetoric and Cold-War
propaganda. Claire’s paper compared the published
responses of two spectator groups – Soviet reviewers
and present-day Western film scholars – to
Chiaureli's The Fall of Berlin (1949). These interpretive
spaces prove crucial in the creation of meaning for both
groups through interpellation (reading out of the text)
and interpolation (reading into the text).
The Roundtable discussion was a useful forum in which
the Student committee members present (Louise
Hughes, Eve Kalyva and Pete Stilton) could gain
feedback on the committee’s activities. Increased
networking opportunities were high on the wish list of
members, as well as the possibility of a postgraduate
journal in times when publishing opportunities are few
but essential.
We hope that all those who attended found the event a
successful, enjoyable and stimulating one, and would
like to thank them once again, including our keynote
speaker Dr Mike O’Mahony. Please do keep in touch
with the committee, and one another, via our social
connection site – www.aahstudnets.ning.com.
LOUISE HUGHES AND EVE KALYVA

AAH Students

www.aahstudents.ning.com
A social networking site run exclusively for and by
student members, and an online forum to keep you
informed of upcoming events and initiatives.

• a Discussion Forum where you can raise issues or
discuss ideas

• a Blog where you can write reviews
• a Photo Album where you can post your photos of
events

• and an Events section where we can let you know
about upcoming conferences and events
we’re organising.

Both fellowships provide accommodation, travel
expenses and a per diem. The Institute offers the
possibility of presenting finished research in published
form, as a seminar, or as a small exhibition.

You can also start or join Groups that relate to your
research interests so you can get to know other
students working in your field.

Full details are available on www.henry-moore.ac.uk
or contact Kirstie Gregory, tel: 0113 246 7467,
kirstie@henry-moore.ac.uk for more information.

Every member also has their own ‘My Page’ which
you can customise, and you can then write on your
friends ‘walls’ or send them private messages.

To apply for either fellowship please send a letter of
application, a proposal and a CV by 11 January 2010
to: Kirstie Gregory, Henry Moore Institute, 74 The
Headrow, Leeds LS1 3AH.

There’s lots more to discover, so why not join up
today by visiting www.aahstudents.ning.com (all you
need is your AAH Membership number).
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Family Values: Locating the Family in the
Early Modern Italian Workshop
Workshop in Renaissance and Early Modern Studies
University of Warwick

30–31 OCTOBER 2009
Deadline for applications: 16 October
Thanks to a generous grant from The Andrew Mellon Foundation, Warwick’s
Centre for the Study of the Renaissance and the Newberry’s Center for
Renaissance Studies are able to offer a new collaborative programme of activities
in Renaissance and Early Modern Studies for both students and faculty
participants.
The workshop will comprise 15 core participants, most of whom will be
advanced doctoral or beginning postdoctoral students. Each participant
will be entitled to travel within the UK to and from Warwick University (by
public transport/second-class/economy ticket), and accommodation and
full board on campus will be provided, as will travel to London on the
Saturday.
The workshop will be taught by Victoria Avery & Louise Bourdua (Warwick),
Philip Lindley (Leicester), and Fabio Massaccesi (Bologna). We shall focus
on two Italian sculptural workshops that worked for the English crown,
those of Pietro Torrigiani (1472–1528) and Francesco Fanelli (1590–1653),
and compare them with contemporary English workshops based in
Warwickshire who learned much from their Italian counterparts.
We shall also consider the earlier work of the Cosmati family in Westminster
Abbey. Classroom-based sessions will introduce participants to the archival
documentation pertaining to Italian artists in England and artistic
dynasties; site visits to Warwick and London are integral.
How to apply: Places are limited. Please write or e-mail Jayne Brown,
Secretary, Centre for the Study of the Renaissance, University of Warwick,
Coventry, CV4 7AL renaissance@warwick.ac.uk
Write “Family Values workshop” as the subject of your email. Please give
your title or status (e.g. PhD student), institutional affiliation, contact
address including e-mail, and a succinct description of your research interests.

AAH Dissertation
Prizes 2009–2010
Entries are invited from UK
undergraduate and postgraduate
students of History of Art and
Visual Culture, enrolled on either
practice-based or theoretical
courses, whose work is on some
aspect of History of Art in its
broadest sense.
The prize-winners for the most
outstanding undergraduate and
postgraduate dissertations will
receive:
• A £200 cash prize

• Books to the value of £150
from Thames & Hudson

• Free AAH student membership
for one year

• Publication of a 300-word
abstract of their winning entry
in Bulletin

• A presentation at the AAH
Annual Conference, including
free admission to the
conference
Dissertations will be assessed on
the following qualities:

• Originality: the dissertation
should demonstrate a mature
and original approach to
issues and themes of current
concern to the discipline in its
broadest interpretation.

• Research: This should be

John Fleming Travel Award 2010
Laurence King Publishing offers this award of £2,000 annually in
memory of the art historian John Fleming. He and Hugh Honour are
the authors of A World History of Art.
The aim of the award is to enable students to travel as a means of
assisting or furthering their research, thereby encouraging a better
understanding of the arts from around the world.
Applications are invited for the 2010 award.
Visit www.aah.org.uk/student/fleming.php
for details of how to apply.
Deadline: 22 February 2010

thorough, broad and
combine primary and
secondary sources as
appropriate.

• Method: This should show a
clear awareness of
appropriate methodological
approaches.

• Content: The dissertation
should be clearly structured,
all source material should be
soundly evaluated, the
argument or line of enquiry
should be balanced and the
conclusion well grounded.
For full regulations and entry
details see: www.aah.org.uk

Deadline: 1 December 2009

A World History of Art
published by Laurence King Publishing Ltd
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VOLUNTARY WORK FUND

An Incredible Insight and Experience ...

E

ach year the AAH Voluntary Work Fund supports
students undertaking work-experience placements
or internships. This year we have been able to
contribute towards the costs of six students
undertaking a wide range of placements in the UK and
further afield.
The volunteer venturing the furthest was Claudia
Meek, who is still on her curating and administration
placement at the Bridgeman Art Library, New York.
The students who have completed their placements
reported back on their experiences, and it seems that the
fund’s aim of helping students gain rewarding
experiences which offer ideas and opportunities for the
future has definitely been fulfilled.
Katie-Marie Ford had to brush up her French for her
internship in the Curatorial department at the Centre
Pompidou in Paris.

At Centre Pompidou my main task was to transcribe and
edit an English catalogue for a future exhibition. This was
excellent practice not only in French language but
English grammar as I needed to be meticulous; I worked
to a strict deadline in order to submit the texts to the
editors on time. Further to this I provided support for the
curators by way of researching artists and images. With
my co-intern we created a large and detailed
PowerPoint document for the curator’s future exhibition
proposal. My colleagues at Centre Pompidou were very
approachable and supportive and so I was confident
that I could ask for their advice about the task at hand as
well as living in Paris.
It was fascinating working abroad; I got first-hand
experience of how the gallery is structured in Paris
compared to London. At times I found it exhausting
conversing in French but it was important to me to
immerse myself in the culture as much as possible while I
had the opportunity; I learnt a lot in this short amount of
time. I had a very rewarding experience and I would fully
recommend it to other students. The support of the AAH
has really helped to make this placement possible as
Paris can be expensive. I thoroughly enjoyed the summer
and I am very grateful for the opportunity.

Mary Thackray undertook a placement at the Scottish
National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh.
I must admit on the first day of my placement I did not
expect one of my tasks to be buying bananas from the
supermarket. However, it was a privilege to do so as the
bananas were to be used in the exhibition Two Horizons.
It wasn’t all bananas on the first day working in the
curatorial department; I also took installation
photographs of the displays in each of the rooms of the
Gallery of Modern Art and the Dean Gallery. Over the
following three weeks I gained an insight into curating,
conservation, mounting and photography. I got a real
hands-on experience working with artworks when I
assisted with a reproduction photography session and in
the audit of the print and drawing collection. Working
alongside one of the curators I checked the database
that the artwork was in the correct location, accessed
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the condition of
the work and
took record
photographs.
This was really
enjoyable as I
got to handle
and study works
by artists such as
Ian Hamilton
Finlay, Max
Beckmann,
Picasso, Alan
Davie and
Paolozzi.
During the
second week I
worked off site at the private house of an art collector in
Edinburgh. A substantial number of artworks were being
given the SNGMA on long-term loan so I assisted in
measuring frame sizes and taking photographs of the
artworks before they were packaged up and taken to
the gallery. This was a fascinating look at a private
collection and a great opportunity to see how the gallery
works in relationship with private collectors. In the third
week I attended several meetings, worked
independently with the Paolozzi archive and worked in
the gallery library for one day cataloguing books.

Matthew Reeves job-shadowed and assisted Tate
Britain’s head of department for sculpture conservation,
Derek Pullen, on a six-week internship.
On day one I was already getting my hands dirty,
assisting Mr Pullen in surveying for water damage in the
sculpture galleries during an evening of torrential
downpours. The rest of the week was a little calmer, and I
was given the task of researching material-based
quotations and writings by Henry Moore for the purpose
of several ‘material stops’ to be displayed in the
forthcoming Moore exhibition at Tate Britain in mid-2010.
These are information boards analysing Moore’s use of
certain materials and the importance of understanding
his processes of creation when it comes to conserving his
works. This project was ongoing until the end of my
internship, and I was fortunate enough to experience a
lot of the processes behind exhibition-planning: through
meeting regularly with the curators and the Interpretation
department, travelling to the Henry Moore Foundation to
source images, discussing the content, focus, and aims of
the exhibition, and observing various methods of
conservation on works to be displayed.
Though this project has taken most of my time at the
department, I have been very fortunate in being able to
assist the curators in packing and sorting parts of Damien
Hirst’s Pharmacy, accompanying Mr Pullen to other Tate
sites to observe minor conservation on displayed objects,
and discussing packing and moving works for loan. I
have most recently started compiling a spreadsheet to
be used for the purpose of classifying copies, casts, and
moulds of works by Medardo Rosso; researching all the
known casts and copies of his various works, cataloguing
their dimensions and physical attributes, and identifying
the exhibition history and present location of each plaster
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wax and bronze. I am indebted to the
conservation department for being so
hospitable and welcoming during my
internship.

Laura Hinde took up a placement at
Queens Park in Manchester, where
the conservation of Manchester’s
public art collection takes place.
Under the supervision of Verity
Rowe, Paintings Conservator for
Manchester Art Gallery, she was
involved in the preliminary stages of
an exciting new conservation project
of artworks by the Pre-Raphaelite
artist, Ford Madox Brown (1821–93).
A series of seven of the artist’s paintings from 1887 have
been in Manchester’s collection since 1926. Having been
in storage for over 30 years, it is about time the paintings
were made publicly accessible once again. However,
the canvases need extensive conservation treatment
before they can be considered for display at Manchester
Art Gallery. The first painting to be unrolled was Iron,
which depicts a sturdy blacksmith bent over a steaming
hoof, shoeing a Palomino horse. In order to protect the
paint surface, the painting had been faced with tissue
and wax resin, with a high copal content which had
degraded since its application three decades previously
and was therefore very tenacious. This facing had to be
painstakingly removed in order to inspect the condition
of the painting and identify its conservation needs.
Below: The Ford Madox Brown’s Iron is moved into position.
Above: Laura carefully removes the protective surface.

My placement working on the painting was a lesson in
the logistical challenges inherent in the conservation of
large-scale paintings regarding transportation and
working space in the studio.

Tom Best spent two weeks at Christie’s in London.
It has given me such a fantastic insight into the London
auction world. Soon I shall be writing my dissertation, and
the experience that I had, both here and last summer at
Christie’s in New York, has been invaluable. On both
occasions I was working in the run up to their major sales,
but this time I was lucky enough to have been present
and assisted at the summer sales in London. I was
affiliated to the Impressionist and Modern Art
Department, where my duties ranged from the standard
intern tasks of photocopying and stapling to the sending
of condition reports and catalogues to clients as interest
in the sales increased. However, not all the work centred
on the rapidly approaching sales and I was often given
the opportunity to help the specialists with research when
putting together valuations and proposals. This enabled
me to study specific artists in depth and discover so
much more about their history and their position in the art
market. The staff were wonderfully generous with their
time and advice, and the placement was undeniably
amazing as I came face to face with works by artist such
as Picasso, Monet, Miró and Laurens, among others.
Without the funding from AAH I would not have been
able to benefit so greatly from the opportunities that I
was offered in London and to feel such adrenalin course
through my veins, and for this I am very grateful for the
chance to get stuck in and have this incredible insight
and experience.

If you would like to apply for support to undertake
voluntary work in 2010 (or are a tutor or supervisor of
students who might benefit from this fund), please go to
www.aah.org.uk/student for application guidelines and
forms. Note that the closing date for applications is the
end of May 2010. We look forward to hearing from you.
LINDA O’HALLORAN
Oxford Brookes University
ROSALIND MCKEVER
Kingston University, London
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AAH10 CONFERENCE
University of Glasgow and
The Glasgow School of Art

15 – 17 APRIL 2010
The 36th AAH Annual Conference and Bookfair
Conference Convenor: Dr John Richards
Plenary Speakers include: Professor Joseph Koerner (Harvard University)

CALL FOR PAPERS

T

HE YEAR 2010 MARKS THE BEGINNING OF A NEW DECADE in 21st-century art historical investigation and an ideal moment for
a reassessment of historical objects, issues, and methods, as well as an acknowledgement of newer works of art
and criticism developed across disciplines, periods, media and practice boundaries. We trust that the sessions here
announced will encourage that process of reassessment. Papers that address or employ new methods and issues
are welcome, but equally important will be state-of-the-discipline investigations and critical assessments that may
be uni- or multi-disciplinary, object-based, pedagogical, interrogative, theoretical, or performative.

If you would like to offer a paper, please contact the session convenor(s) directly, providing an abstract of your
proposed paper in no more than 250 words, your name and institutional affiliation (if any). Please do not send paper
proposals to the conference convenor. Deadline for submission of papers: 9 November 2009.
There are some bookfair stands still available to publishers and booksellers. For queries about the conference or
bookfair please contact Ailsa Boyd on aah2010@arthist.arts.gla.ac.uk
Further details can be obtained from: www.glasgow.ac.uk/aah10 www.aah.org.uk
Conference and Bookfair Administrator: Dr Ailsa Boyd, Department of History of Art
Co-chair, Steering Committee: Dr Dominic Paterson, Department of History of Art
Conference Convenor: Dr John Richards, Department of History of Art
University of Glasgow, 8 University Gardens, Glasgow, G12 8QH, UK.

Atrocity Exhibitions: RE/Reading RE/Search
Patricia Allmer, MIRIAD, Manchester Metropolitan
University P.Allmer@mmu.ac.uk
John Sears, MMU Cheshire J.Sears@mmu.ac.uk
The avant-garde journal RE/Search, edited by V. Vale
and published in San Francisco since 1980, has
consistently explored the limits of cultural practices in
relation to theories and traditions of artistic expression.
Developing out of dada and surrealism and based on
the surrealist call to explore the ‘irrational shadow of
official culture’, RE/Search addresses contested and
subversive aesthetic practices and cultural interventions.
Its range of thematic and theoretical concerns (from
Angry Women to Industrial Culture) defines the
parameters of contemporary conceptions of the
acceptable, the permissible and the desirable; its
constant willingness to challenge conventions has made
it a major feature of the theoretical landscape of
contemporary art practice. RE/Search has furthermore
been instrumental in promoting and analysing work by
major contemporary artists and writers, including William
Burroughs, Genesis P. Orridge, Gee Vaucher, Annie
Sprinkle, Russ Meyer, Valie Export, and J. G. Ballard.
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This session will mark the 30th anniversary of RE/Search
and invites papers addressing and re-reading pertinent
concerns and aspects of / related to the journal. These
may include, but are not restricted to:

• artistic and cultural precursors and inheritors of RE/
Search

• RE/Search in contexts: San Francisco, contemporary
and avant-garde art movements, alternative cultures

• how RE/Search facilitates or emphasises particular
practices, theories and modes of analysis, interaction
and engagement

• the contributions of key figures to the RE/Search
project

• special issues of RE/ Search and their influence on
contemporary artistic and cultural practices

• RE/Search and interdisciplinary, inter-media and interart practices

• contributions on individual RE/Search articles and
themes, from youth cultures to body art, industrial
cultures to cut-ups, incredibly strange music to
incredibly strange films and beyond.
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Images of Corporal Mortification and
Corruption, Martyrdom and Mercy: 1250–1550

can now be seen to limit the scope of understanding of
these cultures in a larger pan-European context.

Emily Jane Anderson, University of Glasgow
E.Anderson.1@research.gla.ac.uk

This session intends to provide an international platform
for a critical re-assessment of National Romanticism that
challenges some of the art historical assumptions and
expectations called up by this term. At the turn of the last
century, artists and designers crossed boundaries
between disciplines and between social, political and
aesthetic concerns, making it difficult to maintain
ideological and formal categories and posing a real
challenge to the historian of this period. And yet, the
works and objects understood as National Romantic and
their relationship to the wider culture of the period offer
an intriguing challenge to the lingering influence of a
Modernist emphasis on a linear, progressive reading of
history.

Robert Gibbs, University of Glasgow
R.Gibbs@arthist.arts.gla.ac.uk
The psychological implications of the new religiosity
with which the devotional image was in accord are
just as complex as the social conditions from which
the religious individual developed his self-awareness.
What took place in the thirteenth century was one of
the most comprehensive transformations European
society ever underwent. While the symptoms were
often only visible in images at a later date, the
impulses to modify images reach back to the
thirteenth century.
Hans Belting (trans. M. Bartusis and R. Meyer), The Image and Its Public
in the Middle Ages: Form and Function of Early Paintings of the
Passion, New Rochelle, New York: 1990.

This session will explore images which illustrate the
mortification of the flesh, bodily corruption, disfigurement,
disease, decay, physical degradation and death. Such
images have been used to convey messages of strength,
the triumph of faith over fear and pain, the incorruptibility
of the spirit, salvation, celebration and optimism. Images
of suffering are often coupled with those of compassion
and protection. Issues surrounding the role of gender
within images of martyrdom and mercy will be
investigated. Papers are invited which engage with
related imagery (e.g. depictions of justice, punishment,
vengeance, restraint and clemency) from both religious
and secular contexts and which explore the relationship
between text and image. We encourage submissions
illustrating examples from a wide range of media (panel
and wall painting, manuscript illumination, sculpture,
architectural structures and contexts, decorated
household, religious and civic objects and textiles) and
originating from a variety of geographical locations.

Re-assessing National Romanticism
Charlotte Ashby, Royal College of Art
charlotte.ashby@rca.ac.uk
Sabine Wieber, Roehampton University
S.Wieber@roehampton.ac.uk
Until this powerful movement is recognised and
demystified, we will not fully understand the
intellectual and cultural climate of turn-of-the-century
Europe.
Michelle Facos, Nationalism and the Nordic Imagination: Swedish Art
of the 1890s, Berkley and Los Angeles, 1998

Although linked to the re-evaluation of the legacy of Art
Nouveau in the 1960s and 1970s, the term National
Romanticism came into wider art historical use in the
1980s and 1990s in relation to growing interest in the
cultures of the so-called ‘peripheral’ nations of Europe;
first in the Nordic region and then the post-Eastern Bloc
countries. In this context, National Romanticism
facilitated the integration of these new regions into the
sphere of Western art history, but its continued currency

‘The Rules of (Collective) Art’: Social
Engagement and Collaboration in
Contemporary Art
Robin Baillie, Senior Outreach Officer, The National
Galleries of Scotland rbaillie@nationalgalleries.org
Ken Neil, Head of Historical and Critical Studies, The
Glasgow School of Art K.Neil@gsa.ac.uk
The dramatic development of the field of socially
engaged art over recent decades demands that new
critical methods are developed to evaluate the status of
art produced in this way. We are looking for papers
which both reflect these changes and challenge current
artistic practice and its theoretical basis.
This session will build a frame of reference around such
artworks by calling for papers from art historians, art
critics, theorists, artists and educationalists involved in this
field. The session will seek to map out the shifting
boundaries of classification and meaning which arise
from contemporary art production in collaboration with
communities.
We are interested in papers which make reference to
new approaches to critical evaluation in this area that
may be influenced by social geography, cultural
sociology and social anthropology, as well as by
contemporary developments in art theory. This can be an
opportunity to reappraise the pedagogical basis of art
school training and the implications of the economic and
social realities of art-based careers related to
regeneration agendas.
At stake in socially engaged artistic processes is the
‘consecrated value’ of the art object (modernist and
postmodernist) and the definition of the authorship of
contemporary artworks produced through community
collaboration. The work of Pierre Bourdieu, for example,
specifically his examination of 19th-century literary
modernism in The Rules of Art (1996) has led to challenges
to traditional modernist notions of the work of art, its
intention and its audience.
Ultimately these artworks and the processes out of which
they are made require a reappraisal of the concepts and
methods available to art historians in assessing their
impact and artistic value. This session will help further that
investigation and we welcome all contributions.
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New Perspectives on the Art of the Middle East:
From Ancient History to the Contemporary
Christine Riding, Tate Britain christine.riding@tate.org.uk
Since the publication of Edward Said’s Orientalism in
1978, a substantial literature has grown up taking as its
critical object western perspectives on ‘the East’. This
session seeks to widen this focus and venture beyond
‘western Orientalism’ to a more representative
understanding of the visual culture of the Middle East.
There is a strong scholarly literature on the art of the
Middle East, generated by Middle Eastern scholars over
the last few decades, which is relatively unknown in the
West. There is important work on the art of the Ottoman
Empire, contemporary art and visual culture, and the art
of the Holy Qu’ran; while the question of Middle Eastern
appropriation of Orientalist discourse, Ottoman
Orientalism or contemporary collecting is a live issue of
debate.
Proposals are encouraged on any aspect of historical
and contemporary art of the Middle East from
perspectives originating from the region itself. These may
include, but are not limited to, the reception and
consumption of Western art and culture (including
Orientalist art) and contemporary art-making and
collecting. We are keen to obtain proposals which cover
the whole chronological span from the pre-Islamic to the
very contemporary, thus encouraging scholarship to
range more widely than the nineteenth-century, the
heyday of Western Orientalism.
This is a deliberately broad call for papers with the
intention of identifying the key areas of current
scholarship and opening them to a broader Western
audience. The session will both assess the state of this
scholarship and identify priorities for new avenues of
research in what is emerging as a vibrant field.

Objects, Art History and Display
Museums and Exhibitions Members Group Session
Heather Birchall, Chair, M&E Group
heather.birchall@manchester.ac.uk
Marika Leino, M&E Group committee member
marika.leino@hoa.ox.ac.uk
This session will consider how past and present museum
display has been subject to the changing narratives, art
historical and other, that have shaped the meanings, as
well as the fortunes of objects, during their history. The
shifting status of individual works of art, or types of object,
has presented museum curators and academics with
complex scenarios requiring levels of interpretation both
in public display and academic discourse. From their
potential commission/purchase and initial use and
display, objects have often been transplanted from their
original contexts, they may have been in and out of
fashion, displayed in public or private collections and
sometimes discarded or disposed of, creating a
multifaceted picture which often requires extensive
unravelling. This session will particularly welcome papers
considering the art-historical and museological
challenges of presenting such fluctuating object
narratives to a wider public.
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The academic sessions will be held in conjunction with
related talks and ‘behind the scenes’ tours by museum
professionals at different Glasgow museums, which will
take place during the M&E Group strand. (This is currently
under discussion with the Glasgow Museums).

Heidegger and the Work of Art History
Amanda Boetzkes, University of Alberta
boetzkes@ualberta.ca
Aron Vinegar, Ohio State University vinegar.2@osu.edu
Although Martin Heidegger’s philosophy stands at the
heart of the modern critique of metaphysics, his work has,
with few notable exceptions, had little impact in art
history. This is hardly surprising since he considered the
discipline to be relatively untroubled by its two
constituent terms ‘art’ and ‘history’, or simply a
subjectivist aesthetics barely concealed in the guise of a
quasi-scientific method. Furthermore, Heidegger saw
modern art as predominately ‘installation art’, that is to
say, a form of technological enframement. Yet,
ultimately, he was unwilling to concede that art could no
longer count for us in the deepest ways. In our era when
the question of technology is more pressing than ever
(and is always related to the question of art), when
ecological questions are becoming increasingly hard to
ignore in the discipline, when we seem to be immersed in
an ‘experience’ economy, when there is an increasing
difficulty of imagining art that is not subsumed within
culture, and when despite all the inter-disciplinarity
fostered in academia the cult of expertise is still rife, a
creative encounter with Heidegger’s thought seems
more important than ever. A re-engagement with
Heidegger is now taking place in regards to issues of
world-making, community, eco-technology, the event,
mood, the everyday, and facticity. These topics offer
intriguing possibilities for art history in the 21st century.
This panel welcomes papers that consider any aspect of
Heidegger’s work and need not keep to his better-known
essays on technology, the origin of the work of art, or the
age of the world picture (though we would be happy to
receive these as well). Papers might also consider
Heidegger in relation to other theorists. We particularly
encourage submissions that are thought provoking, even
counterintuitive, and that foster imaginative
interpretations of Heidegger’s thought in relationship to
specific works of art and art history.

Exhibitions as Research: Theory, Practice,
Problems
Stacy Boldrick, Research and Interpretation Manager,
The Fruitmarket Gallery interpretation@fruitmarket.co.uk
Stephanie Straine, Exhibitions Organiser, The Fruitmarket
Gallery support@fruitmarket.co.uk
Ideally, exhibitions always present audiences with new
research. When exhibitions are outcomes of individual
academic research projects, however, the research
undergoes a process of translation. Under the guidance
of curators and other museum and art gallery staff, art
historians discover how to turn their work into a
phenomenological and conceptual experience that
communicates not only with their academic peers but
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also with public audiences, not only through the act of
writing about objects and ideas, but also through
encountering them and placing them in space and time.
As a collaborative situation, the process of exhibitionmaking can, for some academics, become a form of
research in itself.
In this session, the term ‘research’ is inclusive,
incorporating conventional art historical research,
research conducted by artists and curators, and other
research practices. Forms of research may range from
traditional scholarship which informs large-scale survey or
blockbuster exhibitions such as Gothic: Art for England,
1400–1547 (V&A, 2003) and Babylon: Myth and Reality
(British Museum, 2008/9), and more focused academic
exhibitions such as Freud’s Sculpture (Henry Moore
Institute, 2006) and Close-Up: Proximity and
defamiliarisation in art, film and photography (The
Fruitmarket Gallery, 2008/9), to artist-led research as in
Tacita Dean’s An Aside (Hayward National Touring
Exhibitions, 2005).
This session will consider how research is translated in
exhibitions of art from any period, from medieval to
modern and contemporary. Questions include: How can
display be used to express an argument, explore a
concept or even work against the presentation of
research? How can interpretation support or extend
academic research? What role can contemporary art
play to inform exhibitions of historic objects, and vice versa?

Art in the Public Sphere, Public Spheres In Art:
Middle Ages and Renaissance

The Artist at Work in Early Modern Italy
(c. 1450–1700): Methods, Materials, Models,
Mimesis
Jill Burke, University of Edinburgh Jill.Burke@ed.ac.uk
Genevieve Warwick, University of Glasgow
G.Warwick@arthist.arts.gla.ac.uk
This session will examine the figure of the artist at work
through a plurality of perspectives to probe issues of
artistic labour in Renaissance and Baroque Italy. The
period threw up competing models through which to
constitute the artist’s working environment: as workshop,
studio, academy for teaching, and cultural space for the
production of artist-patron relations. Artistic practice was
contingent on changing techniques and technologies,
methods and materials, yoked to theories of imitation
and invention. This intersection between working tools
such as mirrors and lenses and an early modern
theorisation of art as mimesis, may be traced through
preparatory works as the residue of practice. The
changing deployment and rendering of the artist’s
model bears witness to this history. Portraits of artists also
embody these developments in their changing occlusion
or display of the artist’s studio, models, and working tools.
The session convenors would welcome papers in any of
the following areas:

• Institutions: The Workshop, the Studio, the Academy
• Materials and Methods
• Techniques and Technologies: Tradition and
Innovation

Wolfgang Brückle, University of Essex
wbruckle@essex.ac.uk

• Preparatory Methods: drawings, sketches, bozzetti,

Jules Lubbock, University of Essex lubbj@essex.ac.uk

• The Artist’s Model

Art has helped to define spaces for communication in
the public sphere since the middle ages, and its own
basic concepts have been shaped by these processes.
Correspondingly, genres and themes, methods and tasks
have had constantly to be adapted to changing habits
of communication in the political communities of
European cities. Our aim is to address art in the public
sphere from c.1200 to c.1600 with a focus on visual
discourse and aesthetic experience.

• Artists’ Portraits

We are interested in papers that address the impact of
political discourse on the community’s self-fashioning;
stylistic norms and social distinction through art; the
creation and negotiation of spaces for art and for visual
communication; as well as visual communication shaped
and restricted by public regulation. We are also
interested in the spatial and intellectual frameworks in
which works of art were beheld, discussed, and made
accessible to different audiences. Last, but not least, we
are interested in how these issues are visually reflected or
subverted in the works themselves. We especially invite
contributions that go beyond the established text-based
readings of political iconography.

SUBMISSION OF PAPERS – DEADLINE 9 NOVEMBER 2009
If you would like to offer a paper, please contact the
session convenor(s) directly, providing an abstract of
your proposed paper in no more than 250 words, your
name and institutional affiliation (if any).

modelli

• Imitation: Theories and Practices
• Invention: Art and Science
Thanks to the generosity of the Leverhulme Trust some
funding is available for speakers’ travel costs where
institutional funding is not available.

Visual Culture of the Medieval Middle East:
Islamic Art History Now?
Moya Carey moyacarey@hotmail.com
Margaret Graves, University of Edinburgh
margaretgraves_36@hotmail.com
It has been ten years since the last dedicated panel on
the art of the Islamic Middle East held at an AAH Annual
Conference. Since then, there have been massive shifts
in the international perception of Islam and Islamic
culture. Concurrently, our field has expanded, museums
and their websites have been overhauled, the
international market for Islamic material has boomed,
and the visual culture of the Islamic world has begun to
move towards the centre stage of art history.
The discipline itself has been going through dramatic
changes for several decades, both in its methods and its
fields of enquiry. The very use of the terms ‘Islamic’ and
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‘art’ to describe the parameters of the field have been
exposed as persistently problematic, misleadingly
equating visual culture with religion whilst promoting a
western hierarchy of artistic production that cannot
accurately reflect the cultural activity of the enormous
geographical area under discussion. To study the visual
culture of the medieval Islamic world at present involves
straddling findings and approaches from art and
architectural histories, archaeology, cultural studies and
area studies. While this makes our discipline both
exhilarating and exhausting, we must consider whether
these are the best approaches to the material.
In showcasing current research being conducted on the
visual culture of the medieval Islamic world, this session
aims to survey the present state of the discipline, whilst
also opening up the field to self-analysis. Papers are
invited on any aspect of research into medieval Middle
Eastern visual culture, which is here defined loosely as the
period 950–1450 CE.

Materiality and Waste: Poetics of the Concrete
in Modern Life
Maura Coughlin, Bryant University mcoughli@bryant.edu
Jaimey Hamilton, University of Hawaii
jaimeyh@hawaii.edu
This panel invites interdisciplinary visual culture studies
approaches to the mundane, concrete, local,
overlooked and discarded materials of modern and
contemporary life. While the abstract ‘deterritorialisation’
processes and increasingly global commodity cycles of
production and obsolescence often seem to
characterise this long epoch, this panel explores the
importance of understanding the local specificity of
material objects and concrete experiences.
Along with Henri Lefebvre, Michel de Certeau, and other
philosophers of the everyday, cultural anthropologist Tim
Dant suggests that we form lived and embodied
relationships with material objects. Can we discuss these
relationships without necessarily dismissing them as
framed by nostalgia, imposed from outside authority, or
generalised by international or global culture? What is or
can be considered ‘material’ in our modern life? In what
ways do messages and meanings of art and other
aspects of visual culture invoke materiality? How do they
depend upon both the concreteness of physical matter
and the multivalence of their histories, uses, metaphors,
allegories, etc.?
How can materialist methodologies help us to
understand the interaction between people and things –
and articulate the power, politics, and poetics of a
phenomenological basis of subjectivity in material
culture?
Papers could offer methodologies applied to visual
culture, specific artistic approaches, or topics that
include, but are not limited to representations or use of
waste, filth, trash, obsolescence, commodities, the
discarded, junk, thrift, bricolage and the material basis of
subjectivity.
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Art, Philosophy and Revolution in MidTwentieth-Century European Art
Joanne Crawford, University of Leeds
j.s.crawford@leeds.ac.uk
Much work still has to be done to provide adequate
theoretical frameworks within which to place the vast
array of art produced in Europe immediately after the
Second World War. Often, such art is dismissed by art
historians as derivative of American art of the same
period. Consequently, artists from this period are often
shoe-horned into a Modernist model for the
understanding and interpretation of their work, especially
given Rosenberg’s mobilisation of quasi-existentialist ideas
in 1950s American art criticism. Such interpretations don’t
do justice to the rich body of work produced during this
time, as European artists were working under a very
different set of social and cultural conditions to those
producing art and art criticism across the Atlantic. What
this session calls for is papers which attempt to provide
new frameworks for engaging with European art from this
period, whilst mobilising the rich and complex
philosophical enquiry into the nature of art, to consider
both the artists and philosophers trying to understand the
role of art at a time of great social, political and
economic upheaval in Europe. The notion of the
revolutionary in art is of particular interest to this session;
as much of the writing of both artists and philosophers
displays a real attempt to bring together the notion of a
revolutionary consciousness and political agency of, and
for, art and the realm of the imaginary to facilitate real
social change for both artist and audience, especially in
relation to art’s material affectivity.

Poster Session
Veronica Davies, The Open University
Veronicadavies4@aol.com
Janet Stiles Tyson, Independent Art Historian
jtyson@earthlink.net
Building on experience gained in the successful
inauguration of a Poster Session at AAH09, we are inviting
submissions to a Poster Session for AAH10 in Glasgow, for
which participants will prepare materials that lend
themselves to visual display. This can be a combination of
visual, textual, and other media, whose presentation
focal point will be a freestanding panel or allotted area
of reserved wall space at the conference venue. These
displays then can be viewed by conference delegates:
authors also can make themselves available, at times of
their choosing, to discuss the display content. The poster
session will therefore provide delegates with an
opportunity to participate in the conference as authors,
whose ideas might not fit neatly into conventional
presentation formats.
We are calling for abstracts for the poster session,
prepared in the same way as conventional proposals,
bearing in mind the conference’s wide-ranging
engagement with methodologies and issues: a particular
welcome is extended to medieval and renaissance
topics. Guidelines on parameters for display and on
effective presentation of visual and textual material will
be made available to selected session participants. Joint
authorship of posters would also be welcomed.
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Supplementary Conflicts: Domesticities and
Life Histories in Wartime
Paul Fox, University College London paul.fox@ucl.ac.uk
Gil Pasternak, University College London
g.pasternak@ucl.ac.uk
This session will explore personal visual responses to
conflict, defined as the activities of any armed grouping
prepared to use lethal force to achieve political aims.
The personal, we argue, emerges as either
complementary or subversive in relation to given
historical narratives. Either way, it destabilises any
tendency to accede unreflexively to the authority of the
professional historian. Considering the personal offers an
insight into the relationship between the historical
constituted as narrative and the autobiographical as
fantasy (rather than as fiction). This is not to suggest that
life history provides a greater insight into human
experience than do other types of historical accounts.
Rather, this session will hold that the autobiographical, as
manifested through responses to conflict, is just one
productive source that provides access to the dynamics
between the experience of ordinary people and
subsequent wider accounts of the same perceived
event.
This session will aim to investigate the role played by visual
culture in developing supplementary historical topoi that
accompany, and may challenge, both popular and
official historical accounts. We propose to explore
personal visual responses to conflict produced in, or in
relation to, the domestic sphere and everyday life,
defined as visual representations of subject-positions
played out in the social and political spheres. Although
personal visual responses to conflict constitute a
challenging field for academic research, we argue that
ignoring such responses conceals their bearing upon
subject- and identity-formation. Thus, in this session we
particularly seek to explore the role personal responses to
conflict play in the mediation of history and ideology, in
the negotiation between private and public narrations of
history, between individual and collective identities, and
personal and socio-cultural values.
We invite proposals for papers that span the widest
possible range of periods, cultures and modes of visual
expression. In particular, we welcome contributions that
engage with subject matter offering alternatives to
accounts which work out of the themes of ‘victimhood’
and ‘trauma’, both of which have received generous
attention in recent years. As such, we wish to broaden
the terms on which the disciplines of art history and visual
culture deal with the experience of conflict and its
representation.

Medieval Art/Postcolonial Questions
AHRC Research Network Postcolonising the Medieval
Image
Eva Frojmovic, University of Leeds clsef@leeds.ac.uk
Catherine Karkov, University of Leeds fincek@leeds.ac.uk
The application of contemporary theories to pre-modern
art history is often greeted with anxieties about
anachronism. Not only time, but also geography is a

worry: can historians of medieval art break out of a
Eurocentric paradigm? Can ‘medieval’ mean anything
beyond Christian-dominated Europe? Can Europe’s
always shifting and permeable boundaries generate new
questions? Does the ‘Postcolonial’ start in 1948, or are
there other historical moments that can be identified as
postcolonial? Can we create a conversation between
medieval art and postcolonial theories?
The convenors welcome papers which cross boundaries
by engaging with postcolonial theories in the broadest
sense. Both case studies and theoretical papers will be
welcome. Questions speakers might consider include:

• How can concepts current in postcolonial studies in
disciplines such as history and comparative literature
(diaspora and migration, minor artistic cultures,
translation, accented art making, displacement,
intercultural vs transcultural, hybridity, presence/
absence) help medievalists?

• How might postcolonial concepts be used to
interrogate the canon(s) of medieval art?

• To what extent can such theories help bridge the
methodological gap between medievalists and
modernists?

• How might postcolonial questions help to engage a
new generation of students who are alert to the
global reach of art?

The Modernist Turn: Counter/Other/Alter/Meta
Modernisms in Art History and Practice
Francis Halsall, National College of Art & Design, Dublin
halsallf@ncad.ie
Declan Long, National College of Art & Design, Dublin
longd@ncad.ie
Mick Wilson, National College of Art & Design, Dublin
mick.wilson@gradcam.ie
Unquestionably, there is a broad renegotiation of the
modernist project within contemporary art history as well
as curatorial discourse, art practice and criticism.
Examples of this include the leitmotif of Documenta XII ‘Is
Modernity our antiquity?’ and Altermodern at Tate in
2009.
This panel will investigate the relationships between
current art historical enquiries, re-interpretations of
modernism and its renewed saliency within
contemporary art discourse. Papers are invited that
explore the relevance of modernism today and critically
interrogate the legacy of modernism in contemporary art
history and practice.
Suggested questions:

• Is it appropriate to speak of a ‘modernist turn’ in art
history and practice? What would such a turn mean?

• If there is a fundamental relationship between the
emergence of modernism and the academic
discipline of art history – as the art historian Heinrich
Wölfflin suggested when he claimed that, ‘Art History
and Art run in parallel,’ – then what are the
implications for contemporary art history of a
‘modernist turn’? Does it, for example, suggest the
consolidation of art historical methods in the face of
the critiques levelled at it from positions such as ‘the
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new art history’ visual culture studies and world art
studies?

• When was modernism?’ Positions talking from
historical areas such as classicism, renaissance and
baroque are particularly welcomed.

• Medium-specificity is a key motif in modernism. What
is the historical and artistic legacy of this?

Many Hands Make Light Work: The Division,
Status and Valuation of Artistic Labour in
16th- and 17th-Century Northern European Art
Erma Hermens, University of Glasgow
e.hermens@arthist.arts.gla.ac.uk
The 17th-century master of a certain status often
supervised a large studio with assistants and apprentices,
assigning them a variety of tasks ranging from preparing
paints to participating in the studio’s production.
Research into the identification of the ‘hand of the
master’ has received ample attention in art historical
studies, and is pursued for example in the Rembrandt
Research Project (University of Amsterdam), and the
Rubens project (Koninlijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten,
Antwerp).
However, this session’s focus will be on the many
collaborative processes and division, exchange, sharing
and valuation of artistic labour, within the artist’s studio,
between studios but also between disciplines and
individual artists of lesser importance than Rembrandt
and Rubens, which so far remain largely unlit but can
provide fascinating insights into contemporary practice.
Specialisation and autonomy within the studio
organisation, sharing and exchanging prints, drawings
and models, tools and materials, the use of ‘freelance’
assistants, as well as the painters’ roles in producing

Conference Fees
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must pay to attend the AAH conference.
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£200
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designs for works in other media, such as decorative arts,
deserve more attention. The tasks artists of a variety of
backgrounds and skills take on in these processes pose
interesting questions about the status and valuation of
invention versus execution. The system of division of
artistic labour as expressed through contracts,
authorisation, and payments provides insights into the
hierarchy within artistic practice and the status of each
individual contributor, which go beyond the
master–apprentice–assistant relationship.
We welcome papers in all disciplines and especially
encourage those using an interdisciplinary approach
(technical art history, social, economic, cultural history
etc.).

Dada and Surrealism in Play
David Hopkins, University of Glasgow
d.hopkins@arthist.arts.gla.ac.uk
Debbie Lewer, University of Glasgow
d.lewer@arthist.arts.gla.ac.uk
This session seeks to explore the relationship between
Dada, Surrealism and their legacies and notions of the
infantile, the child-like and the adolescent. As is well
known, both Dada and Surrealism generated objects
that were toy-like and strategies that were game-like, but
comparatively little work has been carried out on these
aspects of the movements. We welcome papers that
deal with ‘transitional objects’ and babble, with rhymes
and rituals, with toys and children’s games, with puppets
and dolls, with playing cards and puzzles, with tall-tales
and make-believe, with jokes and ruses, with bluffs and
disguises. We are similarly interested in related artistic
strategies that are playful, humorous, roguish, regressive,
badly behaved, transgressive and so on. The role of toylike objects and play in a critical politics of dissent is an
area of special interest. Particularly welcome are papers
which trace paths out of the Dada and Surrealist
traditions into the present; whether via Fluxus games or
the rudery of the yBas.
The session aims to produce a different conception of its
topic than one afforded simply by an appreciation of the
influence of ‘child art’ or the veneration of the
spontaneity of childhood. We are more interested in how
and why artists and theorists in the Dada and Surrealist
vein sought to return to child-like states and conditions or
to re-animate the paraphernalia of childhood, in ways
which were often perverse or recalcitrant, and not
necessarily nostalgic. Dada, Surrealism and their legacies
are increasingly made to appear as ‘serious’, morally
worthy and grown-up when in fact these attitudes were
frequently anathema to them. We hope, then, to put
Dada, Surrealism and their legacies back into play.

The Relic and the City

*Delegates wishing to attend for only one day at the day rate fee
will be required to specify which day they will be attending.

Helen Hills, University of York hh508@york.ac.uk

Speakers/Convenors who qualify as concessions
need only pay the appropriate concessionary fee,
rather than the speaker/convenor fee. Proof of
concessionary status will be requested upon
registration at the conference.

Recent years have seen a renewed scholarly interest in
relics and reliquaries amongst art historians, especially
those working outside the medieval period. Relics have
been considered in relation to political power, to
dynastic authority, to gendered devotion, and to
venerational pratices, amongst other important issues. To
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date, however, they have been considered above all as
passive objects, valuable items for powerful individuals
and institutions to possess, rather than as active affective
objects productive of change.
Relics occupy curious positions both in relation to time
and space. They look both forward and backward
simultaneously. Thus they can be seen to divide and link
death and life, heaven and earth, heavenly Jerusalem
and earthly city, and to participate in both
simultaneously. They gesture back to the saint’s death
and forward to the resurrection of all humans at the Last
Judgement. This anomalous and ambiguous relationship
to both time and space endows relics with significant
potential. This session investigates that potential with
regard to the city. It aims to explore the relationships
between relics, reliquaries, devotion to relics, and the
city. How might we most productively think the relic-city
relation? How might we usefully map relics? What are the
effects of relic veneration on the city and vice versa? In
what ways have patronal saints’ relics inflected or
contributed to urban developments? How have relics
impacted urbanistically? How did / do relics work to
produce particular forms and practices within urban
spaces and in relation to specific urban institutions and
groups?
If we think of extensive space as that which can be
measured, and of intensive space as that which defies
linear measurement, but as potentially productive of
spiritual, political, and social change, in what ways, and
to what ends might we think of relics in relation to
intensive space? How do relics disrupt extensive space
and with what consequences for cities?

China and the West: The Reception of Chinese
Art across Cultures from the 15th Century to
the Present
Michelle Huang, University of St Andrews
ylh@st-andrews.ac.uk
Sarah Ng, University of Oxford sau.ng@kellogg.ox.ac.uk
With China’s long history and rich culture, Chinese art has
long been perceived as the parent art of Asia in the
West. In the 15th century, extensive commercial
development in China transformed art into a commodity
and changed its original status. The function of art was no
longer limited to serving the official sphere for political
and religious purposes, but extended to the personal/
public spheres for leisure, cultivation and commercial
culture.
Chinese art, since it emerged in the West through trade,
war, and international exposition, has been
enthusiastically appreciated by connoisseurs, art
collectors, artists and museums. Bequests from private
collectors, and their collaborations with national
museums, have both played an important role in
acquiring specimens of Chinese art of all kinds. Despite
differences in the perception of Chinese art across time
and cultures, the choice of collectables and exhibits
reflects the national taste, and influences the general
public’s understanding of the subject.
This session will investigate the cultural interaction
between China and the West from the 15th century to
the present. It will explore the Western/ Chinese

perception of Chinese art; the roles of collectors,
connoisseurs, and museums in shaping the conception of
art; the influence of Western/ Chinese art on the
development of art in, respectively, China/ the West. We
will also encourage discussion on the collection and
display of ancient and modern Chinese art, the
perception of contemporary Chinese art, and the impact
of collaboration across cultures.

Picturing the Sensorium in Art from Antiquity to
1800
Rachel King, The University of Manchester
r.king@cantab.net
Christopher Plumb, The University of Manchester
christopherplumb@gmail.com
In recent years, scholarship has become increasingly
sensitised to the fact that historical human interaction
with the material world, as it still does today, engaged
not only the visual, but also the spectrum of the sensory
and affective. The result has been a raft of histories of
tasting, smelling, touching and hearing – all of which,
directly or indirectly, work with and extend Baxandall’s
concept of the ‘period eye’. Then, as now, these oral,
aural, visual, olfactory and haptic practices were not only
culturally determined but also often communicated
without written explanation or in transitory form. We
welcome papers that explore the performance of the
senses in art from Antiquity to 1800 (for example hearing
music, touching sculpture, smelling flowers, stroking
animals, tasting food) as well as affective responses, such
as pleasure or disgust. Papers might discuss sensorial
engagement with art and/or its materials in contexts such
as the artist’s studio, domestic interior or gallery/museum.
They could also consider how art reflects the contingent
medical and social contexts of the senses or how artistic
media, for example tapestries or objects to be handled,
were viewed in times when contagion was feared.
Equally, contributions could relate to the inhibition or loss
of the senses, such as the depiction of blindness or the
deterioration of an artist’s own faculties of sight and/or
colour as revealed in his/her writings or work. This panel
welcomes contributions that provide fresh interpretations
of existing knowledge, or presentations of new material
emerging from research, conservation, or archival
discoveries.

Reading to Attention
Sharon Kivland, Sheffield Hallam University, Institute of
Germanic and Romance Studies, University of London
sharonkivland@wanadoo.fr
Forbes Morlock, Syracuse University London and the
Institute for Creative Reading
forbes.helix@btopenworld.com
A return to reading. A new attention to reading.
In a variety of formats, this session asks what it is to read
attentively. It wants – after attention’s own roots – to see
what reading can stretch to.
A reader is on duty, and set free. Reading is at the core
of all the disciplines of the arts and humanities, but its
centrality to research is not measured. Part of this
immeasurability lies in reading’s pleasures – the pleasure
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of the activity, our pleasure in its objects. These pleasures,
though, are inseparable from its disciplines, its rigours.

Insular Preconceptions? The Arts of Iberia and
Latin America and their Reception in Britain

Hence, the call to attention.

Hilary Macartney, University of Glasgow and ARTES CoFounder h.macartney@arthist.arts.gla.ac.uk

Too often, ‘reading’ is interpretation, reaching through
the text or image/object to something inside or behind or
beneath it, imagining that what is latent will be of greater
interest or importance that what is manifest. This panel
invites practitioners of all sorts to return to the light, to the
words on the page, to the surface of the image, to the
form of the object (whatever form it takes).
Specifically, its three coordinated sessions invite
presentations that address – in any form – what it is to
read, to attend to the word or the image/object. The first
session will take up reading the verbal text, the second
reading the work of visual art, and the third will return us
to practice in the form of a reading group.
Contributions to these allied discussions in any form are
welcome. The wording here is open in the hope that
different readers will find something of their practice
reflected in it. Readings attentive, inattentive, and wild –
all are invited.

Digital Continuities: From the History of Digital
Art to Contemporary Transmedial Practices
Nick Lambert, School of History of Art, Film and Visual
Media, Birkbeck, University of London
n.lambert@bbk.ac.uk
Over the past two decades, a distinct history of digital art
has emerged from the general narrative of postwar Art
and Technology, with its own movements, controversies
and currents. During the same time period, a variety of
New Media, intermedia and transmedial practices have
gained recognition across a broader constituency than
historic ‘computer art’ ever had. To some degree, the
growth of New Media is motivated by these concerns
stemming from the artistic discovery of the digital
medium.
Our session will examine this evolution of digital artforms
into a range of diverse manifestations across the cultural
sphere. Is it purely a case of technological expediency,
stemming from the growth of digital imaging and virtual
reality? To what extent should we look for a digitalspecific artform, or should we accept that artists from a
variety of practices are now working with digital as they
would with any other tool or medium? And to what
extent does it fall within the rubric of Art History, or does it
instead represent the expansion of the field into looking
at non-art imagery, as James Elkins has suggested? In this
way, the session connects to the AAH10 aim of
acknowledging newer works of art and criticism, as well
as assessing the state of the discipline.
The contributors to this panel represent a range of
theorists, historians, curators and practitioners of digital art.

SUBMISSION OF PAPERS – DEADLINE 9 NOVEMBER 2009
If you would like to offer a paper, please contact the
session convenor(s) directly, providing an abstract of
your proposed paper in no more than 250 words, your
name and institutional affiliation (if any).
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Robert Wenley, Glasgow Museums
Robert.Wenley@csglasgow.org
To mark the tenth anniversary of the founding of ARTES
Iberian and Latin American Visual Culture Group, to
promote study and discussion of the arts of the Iberian
Peninsula and Latin America in the UK and Ireland, ARTES
is delighted to collaborate with Glasgow Museums in
offering a session for the first time at the AAH. Ten years
on, Iberian and Latin American art remains marginalised
in learning and teaching in art history in the UK, yet
popular and scholarly interest in the visual arts of these
areas has never been greater, as response to recent
exhibitions has shown. Such paradoxes are not new: in
the nineteenth century, unprecedented numbers of
Spanish pictures especially were available on the art
market in Britain but only a small percentage remained in
British collections. Why has Iberian and Latin American art
never become ‘mainstream’ here? Could dedicated
programmes of research finally turn around past
prejudices?
This session will explore such issues and, through its
collaboration with Glasgow Museums, will also offer
access to the city’s famous Stirling Maxwell and other
collections, including works not currently on public
display. We seek papers which reflect or exemplify
aspects of British reception of Iberian and Latin American
art, particularly of the late medieval period and Golden
Age in Iberia, and the Viceregal period in Latin America.

Rethinking Celtic Revivals
Frances Fowle & Heather Pulliam, University of Edinburgh
Frances.Fowle@ed.ac.uk h.pulliam@ed.ac.uk
Murdo Macdonald and Lesley Lindsay, Window to the
West Project, University of Dundee
m.j.s.macdonald@dundee.ac.uk
l.lindsay@dundee.ac.uk
We wish to address three related areas:
How ‘Celtic’ was the Celtic Revival? In this regard papers
are welcomed from both medievalists and modernists
and might address the following questions: To what
extent was the Celtic Revival a reaction to extant objects
from the early medieval period? When and how would
these objects have been seen? To what extent did the
manner in which they were displayed, published and
reproduced in the late nineteenth/early twentieth
century influence the Celtic Revival?
What has the reception of the Celtic Revival been,
historically and currently? Since Jeanne Sheehy’s The
Rediscovery of Ireland’s Past: The Celtic Revival 1830–
1930 (1980), few scholars have explored the multifarious
identities of the Celtic Revival in terms of the visual or the
material. Yet it has permeated every conceivable form of
artistic expression from miniature book illumination to
monumental mural art. A century ago the Celtic Revival
was heralded as a modern Renascence. Today it is often
perceived as a marginalised type of medieval kitsch.
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Why is this? Can we think in terms of a current Celtic
Revival? Is An Leabhar Mòr / The Great Book of Gaelic, a
major contemporary art and Gaelic poetry project
(2002), an indication of this? Is there a relevant ‘Celtic’
dimension to contemporary art? How should research,
such as the AHRC-funded project, Window to the West,
which explores art and the Scottish Gaidhealtachd,
examine such questions?
We welcome papers that address one or more of these
areas.

‘Untitled’: What’s in a Name?
AAH Student Session
Catriona McAra, University of Glasgow
c.mcara.1@research.gla.ac.uk
Rosalind McKever, Kingston University
rosalind.mckever@googlemail.com
As art historians, critics, and researchers we are
surrounded by titles, names, and classifications. Names
secure and give substance to our critical operations; but
names can also constrain investigation if one relies on
given solutions without reassessing historical objects and
methods.
But what happens when the title is questionable,
anachronistic, or purposely absented? From
collaborative works that lack designated authors to the
untitled work, the enquiring viewer is prematurely left
alone to fill in the blanks – a productive insecurity in the
face of that which cannot be named, grasped, or
conveyed that leaks into, and has an impact upon, the
doing and teaching of art and its histories.
We would like to invite papers on naming as a activity
shared by art historians, critics, curators, and artists;
thereby also addressing questions of authority, validity,
critique, and resistance that become integral to the act
of giving – or retracting – titles. Possible areas of enquiry
can include: measuring the name: navigating
classification and reconfiguring value; the untitled work
as a site of frustration, opportunity, and challenge; the
function of names and classifications in reception,
historiography, and methodology; legitimising
nomenclature: claiming and re‐claiming the utility of art
and history; and choosing names and choosing sides: the
vocabulary of cross‐disciplinary studies.
With this session, we hope to open up a space for critical
reflection on the work of art history, wherein the validity
and function of the name/title must be constantly kept in
check, while navigating research through identification
and classification that we see ourselves reconfiguring.

Imperial Tensions: Visual Cultures of Coercion,
Silence and Display
Matthew Potter, University of Leicester mcp20@le.ac.uk
Daniel Rycroft, UEA, Norwich D.Rycroft@uea.ac.uk
Barringer and Flynn’s Colonialism and the object (1998)
applied developments in new museology and postcolonial theory to analyse the impact of ideology on the
collection and display of colonial objects. At the heart of
this and other related cultural studies has been a critique

of projects that sought to construct funds of knowledge
via educational and scientific pedagogies whilst
simultaneously enacting imperial control. Keeping in view
more recent shifts in museum ethnography and
indigenous studies, which enable institutional silences to
be apprehended productively, a key question emerges:
how representative of the violence of imperialism and
colonialism were these displays? In broaching this topic
art historians may actively engender new multidisciplinary formations, to invoke research in visuality,
materiality, spatiality and temporality that contest existing
epistemologies.
Which objects are most representative of colonial
coercion? Do national and universal museums generate
cultures of silence around such objects? Were objects of
imperial violence admissible for public display during the
imperial heyday, or was there an obligation to sanitise
history and obscure evidence of conflict? How did the
metropolitan visualisation of coercion function within
popular cultures of imperialism? In raising these questions,
the panel seeks not only to identify the way objects were
created and/or collected in colonial contexts and the
visual history of empire between c.1750 and c.1950, but
also to assess how such cultures of display were received
amongst imperial interest groups, journalists, artistic
communities and the wider public of empire.

Anxious Dwelling / Postwar Spaces
Robin Schuldenfrei, Humboldt University, Berlin and
University of Illinois at Chicago
Robin.Schuldenfrei@gmail.com or schul@uic.edu
Postwar dwelling was fraught with anxiety. The domestic
sphere engendered certain expectations regarding
social behaviour, modes of living, and forms of dwelling.
This panel proposes a reappraisal of modern life as it was
meant to be lived against concurrent realities and
practicalities, welcoming new readings of modernism’s
expectations and controls through its promoters and
detractors alike (artists, architects, cultural critics,
sociologists, and others). Offering a timely reassessment
of commodity culture and the economic and political
retooling of civilian life, this session invites papers that
examine the material content of art, objects and spaces
in the context of postwar dwelling. Seeking not just to
excavate and explicate previously underexamined
aspects of postwar spaces, it asks how we might
interrogate them as discursive entities.
The acquisition of domestic goods not only relieved the
unease felt between neighbours struggling to keep up,
but between political systems, each within its own
‘domestic’ realm. What role did material objects and
architecture play in quelling or flaming the anxiety of
mid-century modernism’s ordinary denizens, and how
does this role figure in their contested legacy today?
The Khrushchev–Nixon ‘Kitchen Debate’ exemplifies one
episode in which anxiety over cold war geopolitics came
to a head in consumer culture. This panel invites
investigations of dwellings as a means of soliciting critical
insight into the political stakes of domestic culture and
the domestic culture of politics. This session especially
welcomes the employment of new theories and research
methods for bringing post war issues – and their
attendant objects and spaces – to the fore.
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Hogarth and the Vernacular Renaissance in
Eighteenth-Century Britain
Robin Simon, University College London
r.simon@ucl.ac.uk editor@britishartjournal.co.uk
Hogarth can be seen as a pivotal figure within an
eighteenth-century ‘renaissance’ of the vernacular
heritage in the visual arts, theatre, music and letters, in
which many of Hogarth’s immediate circle were
involved. His own attempts at establishing a British school
are best understood in this context. This ‘renaissance’ was
a reaction to the perceived dominance of continental
European culture, especially that of Italy and France,
and was noted not least by Voltaire, who was in London
to witness key developments 1726–28. In the world of
letters, it involved the publication of major new editions
of medieval and renaissance texts by such as Chaucer,
Spenser, Shakespeare and Milton. Hogarth pioneered the
use of Milton and Shakespeare for a distinctly British form
of ‘history painting’. At the same time, the stature of
Shakespeare and Milton (who both feature in Hogarth’s
Self-portrait with pug) as masters of European, and not
just English, drama and the epic was a matter of debate
in Britain, France and Italy. Copyright was being reformed
(publishers were claiming copyright even over early texts)
and here too Hogarth was active on behalf of artists
(‘Hogarth’s Act’ of 1735). In music, one of the great
cultural battles of the age was waged between Italian
opera and vernacular musical performance, embodied
in The Beggar’s Opera, a production painted by Hogarth,
himself a member of the Academy of Ancient Music.
Cross-disciplinary contributions to the session could
include performances of texts and music, both recorded
and live.

The Discursive Space of Artists’ Films
Sarah Neely, University of Stirling sarah.neely@stir.ac.uk
Sarah Smith, Glasgow School of Art sa.smith@gsa.ac.uk
Maeve Connolly, Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design
and Technology Maeve.Connolly@iadt.ie
More than ever before artists working with the moving
image are directly enlisting the attributes of conventional
narrative cinema, both in terms of production and
exhibition. Such borrowings include direct sampling and
imitation, but also exceed an engagement with preexisting films to develop original scenarios that employ a
range of features formerly the preserve of the cinematic.
Causal narration, mise-en-scène and working with actors,
for instance, are increasingly common aspects of artists’
films. Gallery-specific screening formats, such as multiscreen, looping and installation practices persist, but now
frequently combine with ‘black box’ and large-scale
projection, reminiscent of the cinematic spectacle.
Despite the pervasiveness of moving image art, the study
of artists’ films (especially those that draw on cinema) sits
awkwardly within the academy. Traditionally the remit of
art history, this work’s affinity with experimental film and
interrogation of dominant cinema has led to an
increasing interest from film studies scholars. Indeed, we
propose that a fusion of the theoretical frameworks
developed separately by film theory and art criticism
provides a productive interdisciplinary framework
appropriate to the study of this body of work.
We invite papers that advance our understanding of the
critical situation of cinema-influenced artists’ films within
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the academy and the related institutions of art and
cinema. This session is linked to a Glasgow International
screening event, curated by the session convenors,
which presents a number of representative artists’ films to
enhance our critical exploration of this prevalent area of
contemporary visual art practice.

Intervisuality in Medieval Art
Debra Higgs Strickland, University of Glasgow
D.Strickland@arts.gla.ac.uk
Of current interest in the critical analysis of medieval art,
intervisuality or interpictoriality may be conceived as the
visual counterpart to intertextuality. Simply defined as
‘pictorial references to other pictures’, studies by Michael
Camille, Madeline Caviness, Cynthia Hahn, and Mitchell
Merback, among others, have shown that the process or
concept itself is anything but simple, and that it can
generate multiple and often complex meanings that
serve particular contemporary cultural agendas. We can
speak of intervisuality, among other ways, in relation to
the redeployment of earlier iconographical formulae in
new contexts, to pictorial references across different
artistic media, to visual correspondences across visual
genres (such as from dramatic performance to static
works of art, or vice versa). This session invites papers from
any disciplinary perspective that address any aspect of
intervisuality with a focus on one or more works of
medieval art, one or more iconographical themes, or
that compare and/or contrast the processes of
intervisuality to those of intertextuality. The papers may
incidentally address one or more of the following
questions: Is intervisuality a concept or a process? Is it the
creation of medieval artists or audiences? How does
intervisuality generate meaning? What types of cultural
work did intervisuality perform during the Middle Ages?

Mapping the Practice and Profession of
Sculpture: The Influence of Context and Collaboration
in Sculptural Practice from the 18th Century to the Present
Rhona Warwick, University of Glasgow
r.warwick@arthist.arts.gla.ac.uk
Alison Yarrington, University of Glasgow
a.yarrington@arthist.arts.gla.ac.uk
This session invites papers which explore the impact of
context and collaboration on the practice and
profession of sculpture. During the period in question,
sculptural activity was transformed by urban expansion,
the parallel development of teaching institutions,
museums and exhibition culture. The emergence of
Modernism and the impact of the wars invariably
influenced not only the conceptual framework for the
medium of sculpture but the relationships borne from
these events. Did the diversity of a sculptors’ practice
influence or challenge other cultural forms, such as
literature or the conventional critical hierarchies of
subject, medium and form? What is the impact on
current understanding of cultural geographies in relation
to the metropolis and the regions? The sculptural medium
is a uniquely collaborative process, involving studio
assistants, carvers, foundries, architects and other
specialist craftspeople, how does this working process
challenge accepted ideas of authorship and status?
Papers which also address issues of marginalisation in
sculptural practice, whether regional or gender based
are invited.

CONFERENCE NEWS

37th AAH ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
31 MARCH – 2 APRIL 2011

Re-appraising the
Neo-Georgian
1880–1980

University of Warwick, Coventry

An International
Interdisciplinary Conference

CALL FOR SESSIONS

5 – 6 MAY 2011

Warwick 2011 invites the widest submissions to the 37th AAH Annual
Conference. The 2011 Annual Conference is designed to showcase the
diversity and richness of art history in the UK and elsewhere: we are looking
for an extensive chronological range from ancient to contemporary (with a
healthy dose in the middle).
We want sessions that are geographically inclusive of Western Europe and
the Americas, the Middle East and Asia. We also want to ensure that we
have a full range of methodologies on offer, ranging from object-based
studies, socio-historical analyses, theoretical discourses, visual culture of the
moving image, exhibition cultures and display.
We would particularly welcome anthropological and archaeological
approaches to the History of Art and those that reflect the composition of
our wide constituency – independent or academic researchers (including
students) and museum curators.
Session proposals should include a title and abstract (no longer than 250
words), and the name(s) and contact details of the session convenor(s).
Deadline 23 April 2010.
Session abstracts and a call for papers will be published in the June and
October Bulletin in 2010.
Conference Convenor: Dr Louise Bourdua l.bourdua@warwick.ac.uk
(please include AAH 2011 in your subject line).
Post to: Louise Bourdua (AAH 2011), Department of History or Art, University
of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 7AL, England, UK

OBJECT AND IDENTITY IN A DIGITAL AGE
THURSDAY 12 – FRIDAY 13 NOVEMBER 2009
CHArt Twenty-Fifth Annual Conference
Clore Lecture Theatre, Clore Management Centre, Torrington
Square, London WC1 7HX
Keynote Address: Frieder Nake, University of Bremen:
Only Artist. Only Engineer. Only Critic. Transcending Disciplines in Early Digital Art
We live in a time when our identities are increasingly fractured, networked,
virtualised and distributed. The same appears to be true of our things.
Objects are becoming more contingent, reconfigurable, distributable and
immaterial. The conference will engage with these questions in relation to
art practice, production, consumption, representation and display. It will
consider new notions of the identity of the artist, including those involving
collaboration and anonymity; new conceptions and ontologies of the art
object, as processual, virtual, or hybrid; new means of consumption and
reception, whether in galleries and museums, in public spaces, or over
networks of broadcast and narrowcast; and the challenges these
transformations bring to the display of art and to its curation and access.
The CHArt community includes art and design historians, artists, architects
and architectural theorists and historians, curators, conservators, scientists,
cultural and media theorists, archivists, technologists, educationalists and
philosophers.
For booking information and programme please visit www.chart.ac.uk

Paul Mellon Centre for Studies
in British Art, London
Organised by the Paul Mellon
Centre for British Art, English
Heritage and the Open University

Call for Papers
The aim of this conference, as the
first on the subject to be held in
Britain, is to investigate how,
where, when and why the neoGeorgian has been represented
over the course of the last century
and to assess its impact as a
broader cultural phenomenon.
Different ideologies have been
attached to the neo-Georgian at
different times and places,
particularly notions of home,
nation, gender and class. This can
be seen for example in the
struggle to assimilate the
Georgian legacy within Irish
national identity or in the
interpretation of the Georgian as
a uniquely English form of
classicism in the early twentieth
century.
The conference seeks to address
the Georgian as a widespread
movement across the arts,
embracing literature, film and art
as well as its better-known
manifestations in architecture,
town planning, landscape and
design. Papers might also
investigate the role of museums
and curators in constructions of
the Georgian and the role of
interior decorators. Historiography
and public reception is another
area of growing scholarship which
we would hope to include.
Please send abstracts of 800 to
1,000 words by end February 2010
to the conference convenors:
Julian Holder
julian.holder@english-heritage.org.uk

Elizabeth McKellar

e.h.mckellar@open.ac.uk.
Financial assistance will be available
for speakers without sufficient
institutional support. Please indicate if
you are likely to need such support.
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ACCESSIONS TO REPOSITORIES

Accessions to Repositories Relating to Art 2008
The National Archives, in its annual Accessions exercise, collects information from over 200 record repositories
throughout the British Isles about manuscript accessions received in the previous calendar year. The information is then
edited and used to produce 32 thematic digests, which are distributed for publication in learned journals and
newsletters. They can also be accessed through The National Archives website (www.nationalarchives.gov.uk).
This information has already been added to the indexes of the National Register of Archives (NRA), the central point
for collecting and disseminating information about the location of manuscript sources relating to British history, outside
the public records. The NRA, which currently contains over 44,000 lists and catalogues of archives, can be consulted at
the National Archives, Kew, Richmond, TW9 4DU. Alternatively, searchers may access the indexes to the NRA and
certain linked on-line catalogues via the website. Limited and specific enquiries can be dealt with by post, or email
(asd@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk).
Readers should note that dates for records in this digest are given when known, but that these are covering dates,
which do not necessarily indicate the presence of records for all intervening years. Records have been included in the
digest regardless of whether the deposit has yet been fully catalogued, and readers are advised to check with the
relevant repository as to whether this or any other factors, such as closure periods, may affect access to the
documents.

Local
Bath and North East Somerset Record Office, Guildhall,
High Street, Bath, BA1 5AW
Bath City College: Hot Bath (Art Exhibition) gallery records
and exhibition materials 1992–2007 (Acc 734)
City of Westminster Archives Centre, 10 St Ann’s Street,
London, SW1P 2DE
Alice Mary Bernhard- Smith, artist: corresp and
photographs rel to XXI Gallery, Adelphi 1960–68 (Acc
2555)
Derbyshire Record Office, New Street, Matlock,
Derbyshire, DE4 3AG
Jack Bronson, artist: sketch books and drawings c1940–
2004 (D6995)
Durham County Record Office, County Hall, Durham, DH1
5UL
Arthur Heslop, artist: family letters, photographs c1890–
1955 (DF.HES)
Flintshire Record Office, The Old Rectory, Rectory Lane,
Hawarden, Flintshire, CH5 3NR
Federation of Art Societies, North Wales group: records
1989–99 (AN4145)
Glamorgan Record Office, Glamorgan Building, King
Edward VII Avenue, Cathays Park, Cardiff, Glamorgan,
CF10 3NE
Groundwork Bridgend and Neath Port Talbot, community
and environmental support group: project records incl
photographs and slides, with papers of environmental
artist Dilys Jackson c1990–2008 (D521)
Gwynedd Archives, Meirionnydd Record Office, Ffordd y
Bala, Dolgellau, Merionethshire, LL40 2YF
Merioneth Artists Society: minutes 1958–77 (6459)
Henry Moore Institute, The Centre for the Study of
Sculpture, 74 The Headrow, Leeds, LS1 3AH
David Dye, sculptor and film maker: sketch books (7) rel
to time at St Martin’s School of Art, London 1969–71
Katherine Gili, sculptor: notebooks, sketches and corresp
rel to sculpture c1960-1970
Sarah Staton, painter and sculptor: sketch books (3) incl
studies for topiary c2003–06
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Highland Archives: Skye and Lochalsh Archive Centre,
c/o Tigh na Sgire, Park Lane, Portree, Inverness-shire,
IV51 9GP
An Tuireann Arts Centre, Portree: records c1989–2007
(Acc 147)
Northumberland Collections Service, Woodhorn, Queen
Elizabeth II Country Park, Ashington, Northumberland,
NE63 9YF
Oliver Kilbourn: sketches and paintings 1937–42 (NRO
07586)
Tyne and Wear Archives Service, Blandford House,
Blandford Square, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE1 4JA
Friends of the Laing Art Gallery: corresp and minutes
1985-92 , Gateshead Metropolitan Borough Council:
records rel to the Angel of the North 1994–98 (MB.GA/LC)

National
National Library of Ireland, Kildare Street, Dublin 2
Sir William Newenham Montague Orpen, painter: letters
(24) to Cecil Harmsworth 1927–32 (Acc 6845)
National Monuments Record, Enquiry & Research
Services , English Heritage, National Monuments Record
Centre , Kemble Drive, Swindon, SN2 2GZ
Frederick William Woledge, landscape painter:
sketchbook with landscape views in pencil 1861–65
(FXW01)
Royal Naval Museum, HM Naval Base (PP66), Portsmouth,
Hampshire, PO1 3NH
John Biss, painter: diary of service aboard HMS Hannibal
in the Mediterranean and HMS Euryalus on the China
Station, with a series of songs and poems 1859–65
(2008.14)
John Wilson Carmichael, marine artist: diary during the
Baltic Campaign of the Crimean War 1855 (2008.52)
Tate Gallery Archive, Hyman Kreitman Research Centre,
Tate Britain , Millbank, London, SW1P 4RG
Charles Bannerman, artist: corresp, photographs, and
sketchbooks incl material rel to AW Brickell 1906–76 (TGA
20088)
Michael Compton, curator: research papers rel to
Broodthaers and museum architecture c1970–99 (TGA
200820)

EXHIBITION NEWS
Terry Frost, professor of painting: corresp to Bernard and Rose Gillinson 1959–
67 (TGA 20086)
Charles Harrison, professor of history and theory of art: corresp, slides, writings &
papers c1970–2008 (TGA 200826)
Leslie Hurry, artist: personal papers, artworks and John Hurry Armstrong's
papers c1930–2008 (TGA 200822)
James Dickson Innes, painter: sketchbook 1905–08 (TGA 200814)
Conroy Maddox, artist: personal papers 1936–2003 (TGA 200813)
John Milne, sculptor: photographic archive c1940–78 (TGA 200823)
Colin Moss, artist: personal papers and research papers c1930–2005 (TGA
20084)
Lynton Norbert, art historian: research papers c1950–2007 (TGA 200819)
Jeff Addison Nuttall, artist and author: files, diaries, typescripts, disks, project
files, notebooks and sketchbooks, loose drawings and prints, artists' books,
photographs, visual source material, and printed material c1950–2003 (TGA 20089)
David Page, artist: papers rel to the Hornsey College of Art sit-in in May 1968
1968 (TGA 200811)
John Panting, artist: personal papers c1960–74 (TGA 200821)
P-Orridge Genesis, artist: personal records c1970–2008 (TGA 200825)
Jeremy Rees, curator: papers rel to European Visual Arts Centre at Norwich,
and the International Visual Arts Information Network c1980–89 (TGA 200815)
David Sylvester, art historian and curator: personal and research papers
c1940–2001 (TGA 200816)
George Spencer Watson, artist: corresp, diaries, sketchbooks, loose sketches
and drawings, photographs c1880–1934 (TGA 20087)
James Wood, artist: papers, corresp, sketchbooks, photographs c1920–75
(TGA 20082)
Artist Placement Group: corresp between Nicholas Tresilian and John Latham;
notes, corresp and photographs of the APG's activities in the UK, Germany
and France 1977–85 (TGA 200812)

Special
Westminster Abbey Muniment Room and Library, East Cloister Westminster
Abbey, London, SW1P 3PA
John George Noppen, art historian: papers rel to proposal to erect a Sacristy
to the north of Westminster Abbey 1926–1950 (WAM Z/3)

University
Borthwick Institute for Archives, University of York, Heslington, York, YO10 5DD
John Alder Knowles, glass painter and historian of stained glass: notes and
papers rel to Price family, glass painters 1938–52 (KNOWLES)
Glasgow University Archive Services, 13 Thurso Street, Glasgow, G11 6PE
Earnest Arthur Binstead, solicitor: sketchbook 1898–1908 (UGC195)
Glasgow University Library, Special Collections Department, Hillhead Street,
Glasgow, Lanarkshire, G12 8QE
Bet Low, artist: papers incl corresp, material rel to exhibition and sale of work,
involvement with Unity Theatre and New Charing Cross Gallery, Glasgow
1940–2000 (Accession Number: 4944)
William Stirling-Maxwell, 9th Baronet MP, historian and art collector: Arms,
Ciphers and Devices, designs, incl coats of arms (1 vol) 1848 (MS Gen 567)
London University: Goldsmiths College, The Library, Lewisham Way, New
Cross, London, SE14 6NW
Artemesia, women artists group: papers and slides rel to exhibitions and
workshops c1984–1990 (MAKE1//6 ARTEMESIA)
Newcastle upon Tyne University: The Robinson Library, Robinson Library,
University of Newcastle upon Tyne, Newcastle, NE3 4HQ
Trevelyan family, baronets, of Wallington: sketch books of Maria Wilson
Trevelyan and Pauline Jermyn 1816–36 (MCT)
Oxford University: Bodleian Library, Special Collections and Western
Manuscripts, Broad Street, Oxford, OX1 3BG
Winifred Gill, painter, secretary to Omega Workshops Ltd: papers c1900–50 ,
Alan Reynolds Stone, engraver: letters

Exhibitions Diary
Autumn/Winter
2009/10
Inside London
Turner and the Masters
Tate Britain
23 Sept 2009 – 31 Jan 2010

Anish Kapoor
Royal Academy
26 Sept – 11 Dec 2009

Gustav Metzger
Serpentine Gallery, London
29 Sept – 8 Nov 2009

Maharaja: the Splendour of
India’s Royal Courts
Victoria and Albert Museum
10 Oct 2009 – 17 Jan 2010

Ed Ruscha:
Fifty Years of Painting
Hayward Gallery
14 Oct 2009 – 10 Jan 2010

The Sacred Made Real:
Spanish Painting and
Sculpture 1600–1700
National Gallery
21 Oct 2009 – 24 Jan 2010

Outside London
Marianne Stokes
1855–1927
Penlee House Museum & Gallery,
Penzance
19 Sept – 28 Nov 2009

The Dark Monarch: Magic
and Modernity in British Art
Tate St Ives
10 Oct 2009 – 10 Jan 2010

Martin Parr
Baltic, Newcastle
17 Oct – 10 Jan 2010

Mind into Matter – Eight
exemplary buildings
1834–2009
De La Warr Pavilion, Bexhill-OnSea
17 Oct 2009 – 3 Jan 2010
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